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Commentary 
A passe FDA 
overlooks dietary 
supplements 
Page 14 
President's 
Office hires 
out for intern 
o None of the 
grad students from 
Columbia 'worked 
out,' says official 
By Angela Caputo 
Contributing Editor 
Despite a shonage of cam-
puswide jobs, administrators 
recently filled a position tra-
ditionally held by Columbia 
students with a paid staffer 
who attends a neighboring 
college. 
In January, President 
Warrick Carter's office hired 
a continuing education stu-
dent from the School of the 
An Institute of Chicago to 
provide administrative sup-
port to the office. 
When the previous gradu-
ate student assistant abruptly 
left her position in the 
President's Office to join the 
college's Semester in L.A. 
Program. Columbia's chief 
administrator's office was left 
in a lurch, said Associate 
Vice President and Chief of 
Staff Paul Chiaravelle. 
"We do this all the time," 
said Chiaravalle. "It's a situa-
tion that happened and we 
reacted." 
Chiara valle said the 
President's Office scrambled 
to fill the vacancy-a posi-
tion he said was essential. He 
said the new staffer had only 
been on board for about three 
weeks. 
But, Sharon Tantoco, who 
is on the college's payroll as 
"assistant to the President's 
Office on a temporary part-
time basis," said she began in 
January. 
Tantoco said she knew the 
position was temporary, but 
hadn ' t been told it would 
only last for a matter of 
months and that she would be 
replaced within a year. " I just 
replaced someone else," she 
said. 
Chiaravalle said otherwise. 
"We're not trying to play 
games here." 
He said that after Friday's 
board retreat, a new search 
would begin. 
"00 you have any idea of 
how much work it takes to 
put together'?' 
The search for an assistant 
in the President's Office prior 
to hiring Tantoco was limited. 
Professor Phyllis 10lmson in 
the Arts, Entertairunent and 
Media Management 
Department was contacted by 
the President's Office to sug-
gest candidates to fiU the 
vacancy when the previous 
assistant first left. 
" I recommended four peo-
ple to their staff .. .it's kind of 
like a referral serv ice," 
Johnson said. It was her 
impression, Johnson said, 
that the President's Office 
wanted a graduate student to 
fill the position. 
Of the Columbia graduate 
student applicants "none 
worked out," Chiaravalle 
said. Of the more than 500 
graduate students currently 
enrolled at Columbia, no 
other students outside of the 
four applicants from 
Jolmson's office were solicit-
ed for the job. 
Instead, Chiaravalle said. 
Tantoco was hired at the sug-
gestion of a colleague-a 
move that, especially in a 
tight job market, angered 
many students who talked to 
the Chronicle. 
'They should look from 
within first , always before 
hiring an outsider, especially 
when it involves a student 
job," said Laura Hoey, 26, an 
An and Design major. 
Director of Student 
Employment Maxine Evans 
said she constantly sees the 
employment needs of stu-
dents first hand. 
' 'We have a lot of [student 
work] applications without 
sufficient jobs to place them 
in," Evans said. Of the 1,500 
students who applied for 
campus-related jobs this year, 
Evans said that 500 appli-
cants were left without jobs. 
" I really feel bad. There is 
no way we can meet our stu-
dent work [needs]," Evans 
said. 
ChiaravaUe was unable to 
specify when the position 
would be turned over to a 
Columbia student. ''That's 
not ~ybod.y 's business but 
ours, he srud. 
Pilate: Bomb threat 
Campus oIIiciaIs .... iDvestigaling more than one suspect 
ill die Man:b 7 bomb threat called iD to CoIwnbia, acconI-
iDa 10 Director of Campus Safety Martha Meegan. Meegan 
aid ..... aIIbougb tbeIe was 1M) reaJRIiJJg of tile calI, she 
-.I 0Ib0n .... Iooking inIo Ibooc wbo may have committed 
die Clime. Wbeu tile iDvestigalioo ooocIudeo, Columbia 
..... 10 111m ova" any ioformIIioo 10 tile police. 
'"DIe coIJo&e will ...-:ute 10 tile fulIcot _ of tile 
....... 1Iid. ~EwIoxiDdis 
Not in class? 
A guide to St. Pat's 
Day in Chicago 
Gone to the dogs: 
Chicago's dog-
friendly parks 
Unpaid in full: Columbia, 
to delay tuition discount 
o New contract also 
offers 10-month install-
ment plan for payment 
By Chris Coates 
News Editor 
Next fa ll , students paying 
tuition charges on time and in full 
wiU be forced to wait a full semes-
ter before receiving their refund, 
according to a new payment plan 
unveiled last week by the Student 
Financial Services Office. 
The revision changes how earl y 
payment incentives are applied. 
Under the current system, a stu -
dent who pays charges in full is 
awarded a 5 percent reduction in 
that semester 's tuition . The new 
plan applies the reduction to the 
following semester. 
The charges include applicable 
tuition , class fees and Residence 
Center costs. 
The reimbursement comes as 
part of the enrollment incentive 
award, whereby students who pay 
in full within the first week of the 
semester receive a discount in the 
next semester 's fees. And 
although the fall semester 's per-
centage is the same as that in 
years past, d irector of Student 
Cod To U .. Plan $0 
Financial Services. John Olino, 
sa id that the repayment wou ld be 
assessed annually fo r possib le 
changes. 
" We wanted to find a way. 
g iven the limited resources of the 
college, to create an incentive for 
re-enro llment in the inst itution," 
Olino said. That could mean the 
discount could increase in the 
Ashleigh PacettiIChronlCle 
future, accord ing to Olino. 
Unlike the curre nt plan. the 
delayed discount forces stu-
dents-who might otherwise 
swi tch 10 anothe r school- to 
return for another semeste r at 
Columbia. If they were to leave, 
the discount is unredeemable. As 
See Finance, Page 6 
College community gets up in arms 
o Faculty-led walk-
out an option offered for 
the day U.S. attacks Iraq 
By Georgia Evdoxladls 
Co-Editor-in-Chief 
Columbia faculty and staff gath-
ered in the Hokin Annex on March 
12 to brainstonn an "emergency 
response plan" for protesting war in 
Iraq. About 30 teachers and admin-
istrators from departments aU over 
the school met for half an hour. 
Moderator John Stevenson of the 
Liberal Education Department sug-
gested participating in a student-led 
walkout the day the United States 
attacks Iraq. 
" I will walk out on that day," 
Stevenson said. "Personally. I think 
we should join [the students]." 
Other faculty members disagreed. 
suggesting the action might have 
unwanted consequences. 
" I find it difficult to walk out ," 
said Dennis Brozynski , a professor 
in the An and Design Department. 
" I only teach one class .1 week. I 
just wouldn't feel right." Brozynski 
said students in his class would be 
hanned by the loss of instruction. 
Sebastian Huydts, an instructor 
in the Music Department, said he 
thinks the walkout could have an 
added symbolic benefit. If they did 
not get paid for the day, taxes could 
Brian MorowczynskilChronicle 
Elaine Sorkin, of the Writing Center, suggests giving students an option In 
the anti-war movement. 
not be taken out of their paychecks. 
Calling themselves the Columbia 
Faculty and Staff Against the War, 
attendees threw out ideas on how to 
integrate discussions about the war 
into their teaching. 
Lou Hill, of the Fiction Writing 
Department. said he fee ls some stu-
dents might be intimidated or shy 
about expressing pro-war, or pro-
Bush administration, sent iments. 
" [The students ) are not given the 
opportunity to express them-
selves," Hill said. He suggested 
students might feel more open to 
discussion if they were allowed to 
admit that they had different opin-
ions from their professors. 
Susan Babyk, assistant to 
Columbia's executive vice presi-
dent. suggested painting a "No 
War" banner that would cover the 
entire Torco building sign at 624 S. 
Michigan Ave. Others suggested 
gestures such as wearing white 
scarves or black annbands. 
"But it seems trivial next to 
action," said Julie Caffey, coordi-
nator of the Hokin Center. 
Some expressed annoyance that 
students had not involved them-
selves in protesting the war 
already. Stevenson suggested a 
series of workshops about nonvio-
lent resistance and civil di sobedi-
ence as ways the college could 
involve students. 
Elaine Sorkin of the Writing 
Center agreed, say ing teachers 
should seck ways to "hit as many 
students as possible." 
"Give them options." Sorkin 
See AntI-war Page 2 
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Photography, print and 
media on display in Hokin 
The Photo.Print.Media studio presents the 
fourth annual "primordial j" in the Hokin Annex 
Gallery, 623 S. Wabash Ave . The exhibit, which 
runs until April 9, features original works from 
Columbia photography students. For more infor-
mation, call (312) 344-7333. 
Violinist plays Concert Hall 
Jazz violinist Diane Delin, who has worked with 
Frank Sinatra and Cerqua Rivera , performs 
March 17 at the Concert Hall in the Music Center, 
1014 S. Michigan Ave. The free event is at 12:30 
p.m. For more information, call (312) 344-6179. 
Carter addresses college 
Columbia's President Warrick L. Carter, Ph.D. 
delivers his annual State of the College address 
on March 20 at 12 p.m. The event, presented by 
the Student Government Association, is in the 
Ferguson Theater, 600 S. Michigan Ave. For more 
information, call (312) 344-6657. 
Spring Poetry continues 
As part of the English Department's Spring 
Poetry Reading Series, poet Gwen Ebert reads 
from her works on March 20. A winner of various 
awards including the Southern Poetry Review's 
Guy Owen Prize, Ebert reads at 5:30 p.m. at the 
Concert Hall in the Music Center, 1014 S. 
Michigan Ave. For more information, call (312) 
344-8100. 
Silverstein touts latest work 
liberal education faculty member Louis 
Silverstein, Ph .D, presents his latest work, Deep 
Spirit and Great Heart on March 20 at Healing 
Earth Resources, 3111 N. Ashland Ave. According 
to a press release, the text is "a first-person 
account of thoughtful, healing and provocative 
excursions into the material and spiritual realms 
of existence while under the influence of cannabis 
sativa." For more information , call (773) 327-
8459. 
Spring Open House nears 
The annual Spring Open House is March 22 at 
the Congress Plaza Hotel on the second floor, 
520 S. Michigan Ave. Departmental presentations 
are 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. For more information, call 
(312) 344-7272. 
Panel teaches business of 
freelance magazine writing 
A freelance magazine writing panel discussion 
titled "Striving: Thriving as a Freelance Writer" will 
be held on March 24 at 6 p.m. in the Conaway 
Center, 1104 S. Wabash Ave. There will be a 
reception at 6 p.m. and a discussion at 6:30 p.m. 
The free event, sponsored by the Journalism 
Department, the Society of Professional 
Journalists, the Career Center for Arts and Media 
and the Association for Women Journalists, focus-
es on the intricacies of freelance work. 
Panelists include freelance authors who have 
worked for the Chicago Tribune, Chicago Parent, 
Woman's Day, Business Week, Self, Chicago and 
Ill inois Entertainer. For more information, call 
(31 2) 344-7643. 
If you have an 
upcoming event or 
announcement, call the 
Chronicle's News Desk at (312) 344·7255. 
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The University Center of Chicago slowly rises above the Harrison Street el tracks at South Wabash Avenue on March 
12. The tS·story building will eventually be the largest dormitory in the country when completed in the fall of 2004. 
MAP grant charts another uneasy course 
o Apply early this 
year, says financial 
services official 
By Georgia Evdoxladls 
CcrEditor·ln-Chief 
The Student Financial Services 
office is recommending that all stu-
dents who receive financial aid file 
. the ir Free Application for Federal 
Student Aid, or FAFSA, online as 
soon as possible. 
A state budget deficit of $5 billion 
th reatens the Illinois Monetary 
Award Program, also known as the 
MAP grant, for the second year in a 
row. Despite assurance by Gov. Rod 
Blagojevich that he will preserve the 
program, school and state officials 
say they fear more cuts may be a 
possibility. 
Columbia 's Director of Student 
Financial Services John Olino said 
that the best way to circumvent pos-
sible cuts is to apply immediately. 
Any cuts could not be enacted 
retroactively, so if students are 
awarded money, it cannot be taken 
from them. 
"If you're planning to file a 
FAFSA, do it now-with a capital N, 
0 , W," Olino said. "Don't wait and 
don't depend on anyone's advice." 
Applying online decreases the time it 
takes to process applications, cutting 
about two weeks from response time, 
he said. 
More than 3,000 Columbia stu-
dents get the MAP grant, which is 
the second largest program of its 
Anti-war 
Continued from Front Page 
said. 
kind in the countl)'. About 80 percent 
of those who qualify receive the 
maximum award of $5,000. 
The state distributes the money 
based only on Illinois residency and 
financial need, and 56 percent of 
Columbia students who receive the 
award are minorities. 
Last year the state cut 5 percent 
from the MAP program, and e limi-
nated funding for students receiving 
the award for more than five years. 
More than $tt million in Columbia's 
budget, about 10 percent, comes 
from MAP grant funds. Illinois gave 
out more than $375 million in 2001-
2002. 
About 500 Columbia students 
came to a MAP grant forum one year 
ago in an attempt to halt possible 
cuts. Last spring, Columbia sent stu-
dents, administrators and teachers to 
Springfield to lobby against the 
measure. I n the end, the cuts were 
smaller than those originally pro-
posed. 
Blagojevich has not released 
detailed plans for balancing the 
state's budget, but said in his State of 
the State address on March 12 that 
education was a top priority. 
"We can be a state where all of our 
children, no matter what their back-
ground, no matter how much money 
their parents make, receive a quality 
education," Blagojevich said. He 
promised for a second time that he 
wou ld not raise income or sales taxes 
to make up the deficit. 
"We cannot burden the taxpayers 
with the fu ll weight of fixing the 
mess created by those who led them 
astray," he said. 
wou ld be effective. 
In a response to candidate ques-
tionnaires sent out before last 
November's election, Blagojevich 
specifically to ld the Chronicle that 
the MAP grant was a program he 
planned to protect. 
"The recent $38 million cut in the 
Monetary Award Program, which 
will impact an estimated 140,000 
students, was the result of misplaced 
spending priorities and missed 
opportunities by the state 's leaders," 
Blagojevich wrote. 
He stated that he would cut mem-
ber initiatives projects, also called 
"pork-barrel" projects, in an effort to 
preserve the grant. Blagojevich did 
freeze payments for member initia-
tives, but will not present his propos-
al on how he plans to balance the 
budget until next month. 
"We are not extremely optimistic, 
but we're hopeful for students," said 
Lori Reimers, director of state rela-
tions for the Illinois Student 
Assistance Comm ission. Reimers 
said that the Board of Education is 
proposing an increase in the MAP 
grant of $40 million, which would 
essentially erase last year's cuts. 
The chances for the restoration are 
slim, considering Blagojevich's pro-
posal for an $88 million budget 
increase on top of the $5 billion 
deficit. 
"We have to understand the reality 
of state fiscal ability," Reimers said. 
Olino cautioned that the future of 
the MAP grant is unclear. 
"Nobody is flying without blinders 
on right now," he said. 
To file your 2003-2004 FAFSA, 
visit www.fafsa.ed.gov. 
Executive Vice President Bert Gall, however, said the 
onus was on those present to act. He suggested taking 
fliers into ne ighborhoods and knocking on doors. 
" I have a vel)' cynical mind," he said, bringing up the 
mass demonstrations that have al ready swept across 
Europe. "Why should {the govemment} li sten to its c iti-
zens? It probably won't." "The audience, in my mind, isn' t students," Gall said. 
" I didn't perceive the college as a point of engagement, 
but a point of organization." He said that war seemed to 
be imminent and the college community must involve 
itself prominently. 
Huydts said that he, too, did not believe small actions 
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Attendees of the meeting decided to make a banner 
referring specifically to Columbia faculty and stafT for 
the demonstrations planned for March 16. At 2 p.m., anti-
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Columbia debuta en Univision 
o New Spanish spot 
advertises Open House 
to potential students 
By Michael DesEnfants 
Staff Writer 
Col umbia is attempting to 
increase Latino enrollment by 
launching a television commer-
cia~ on Chicago's Univision, tar- . 
getmg the Latino community. 
Vice President of Student 
Affairs Mark Kelly said that 
although the population of 
Columbia has gone up over the 
past few years, the Latino student 
population has stayed the same. 
Kelly blames the econom ic 
slump and the hold on MAP 
grants, as well as the ri se in 
tuition. 
" It is an ambitious move, but it 
will take a number of steps to 
better attract the African-
American and Latino students 
and help diversify the open house 
this spring," Ke lly said. " It was 
rea lly fun, the ad speaks so we ll 
to viewers." 
The commercia l featu res six 
Columbia students from different 
majors all speaking in Spanish 
about the benefits of the school 
and urging Latinos to attend the 
Spring'Open House, according to 
the Director of Latino Cultural 
Affairs Ana Maria Soto. The 
school held auditions for the 
commercial and Soto helped 
decide who made the cut. 
"One of Columbia's greatest 
assets is it 's diversity, but the 
market is against us," Soto said. 
Soto does believe that the com-
mercial will appeal to the Latino 
community. 
"The ad is very effective to 
reach if not students, but their 
parents. Parents will help make ' 
decisions. But over all it puts us 
[Columbia] on the radar with a 
lot of people," she said. 
While the commercial is said 
to be a success, Soto said there 
are other ways in the works to get 
minority enrollment up. Soto is 
working on sending current 
Latino students to their former 
high schools to talk with others 
about Columbia. 
"The student life stafT is all 
together when it comes to bring-
ing more minority students to 
Columbia, and we are always 
open to new ideas" she said. 
Ke lly said that Univision has 
been harbori ng Columbia gradu-
ates for years, and the connection 
between the school and the sta-
tion is very hea lthy. 
"We have a strong re lat ionship 
with them [Univision), it has 
been a g reat Columbia 
outlet. .. they have loads of 
Columbia students. Chicago is 
nearly 25 percent Latino and 
Univision has increpible ratings 
among the community. 
"The relationship has been in 
the works for awhile but the 
commercial was just developed 
over the last several weeks," he 
said. 
Director of Admissions 
Murphy Monroe came up with 
the idea for the commercial to 
help what he ca lled "a slow but 
steady decrease in minority 
enrollment." 
"It is not a crisis," Monroe said 
about the sliding minority enroll-
ment. The commercial is part of 
several other strategies the 
school is using to increase minor-
ity enrollment including print 
and radio ads. 
" It is to help bring as much 
awareness to Columbia as possi-
ble," he said. 
Monroe said that Univision has 
been very supportive of 
Columbia and that the school 
chose the station. because they 
are the largest Spanish-speaking 
network in Chicago and the third 
largest among adults ages 18-49. 
Acco rding to Monroe, the 
commercia l- which will only be 
shown on Univision in the 
Chicago market- began running 
Feb. 24 and wi ll continue being 
aired 15 times a day unti l March 
22. The Spring Open House will 
be held on March 22 for all 
potential students. 
RAW teen voices, Columbia connect 
o Event aims to link high school 
students with college media 
By Chris Papateodoru 
Staff Writer 
very much shaped by her youthful viewpoint, her 
experience [and] ability." 
Samaiya Ewing is that 20-year old. She will per-
form two poems at Raw Voices. 
" I'd really like to tap into youth poetry in Chicago 
more than I already have," Ewing said. 
She said she hopes to start an all-ages poetry slam 
Anna Kwidzinska has been involved in broadcast and that Raw Voices will help her to make contacts 
journalism for the past two years. Kwidzinska, 17, and and meet people. 
her classmates at Northside College Preparatory High "Spoken word is not considered a mass media, it's 
School became the first high school class to produce performance," Brien said. "A lot of teenagers will tum 
an ent ire radio show for Living on Earth, a weekly around and videotape and edit and create documents 
news program that airs on National Public Radio sta- that can be-shown through mass media." 
tions dedicated to providing news and information It's a nod to the fine arts, Brien said, although with 
concerning the environment. Raw Voices, she wants to make the distinction 
For the show, Kwidzinska interviewed the founders between fine arts and media clear- the latter of 
of the Black Rhino Foundation Inc., who discussed which, according to B'rien, does not have many dedi-
the purpose of their group as we ll as the danger of cated events. 
extinction that black rhinos face. Now, she and other Raw Voices will begin with a free lunch, an open 
teenagers working in the media ans will be able to showcase and a OJ providing background music. 
branch out of their communities and showcase their Afterward, there will be a panel discussion with 
work at the Columbia-sponsored Raw Voices Teens in teenagers who are making media. 
the Media Arts Conference-Chicago. "What we're doing is deciding on a lot of different 
The April 5 event at 1104 S. Wabash Ave., is a way elements right now," Brien said. "We're trying to 
to connect to a younger· audience of artists and media stock the panel di scussion. What teenagers need to be 
creators, while at the same time g ive them the oppor- on it? We're a lso looking at people that did media 
tunity to demonstrate their talents. work when they were teenagers, but maybe have gone 
"There seems to be a centering at Columbia. a real onto the next step now," she said. 
deep interest and there always has been from a lot of The poetry performances will follow the panel 
faculty, in nurturing teens who are interested in the before the entire conference concludes with a show-
media arts," said Paula Brien, career adviser and one case breakdown. 
of the main organizers of Raw Voices. Although the teen conference doesn't directly apply 
"[One] outcome of thi s event, we hope, is going to to cU';TCnt Columbia students, the school is helping to 
be multimedia collaboration," Brien said. "There are fund 11 because "at Columbia, wejust care about these 
so many different little training programs and teens topics," Brien said. 
who do their independent thing out there in the "There is an opportunity, though, for the (teenagers) 
Chicagoland region. I'd like them to have a place to to be exposed to Columbia," she'said. "They are 
meet each other." already interested in media. Of course, we will have 
That's why Kwidzinska said she registered for Raw an admission table at this event." 
Voices. Sponsors for Raw Voices include Street-Level 
" [It 's} a lot ofus in one place, and we can network," Youth ~edia and Youth Communication, and various 
she said. '" hope to inform people about the [Rhino] Columbia departments: the Career Center for Arts & 
group and showcase my talent," she said. Media, the Multicultural Affairs Office, the Office of 
Kwidzinska's interest in journalism began at age Student Affairs, the School for Media Arts and the 
13, when she said she "used to do this children's radio Office of Comm~nity Arts Partnerships. Faculty 
program in polish. From there, I got involved with members from various Columbia departments, such 
school newspapers, but wanted to do radio." as journalism and television, are also helping with the 
Kwidzinska is exactly the type of person that organ- event. 
izers hope to attract for Raw Voices. Brien hopes Raw Voices will become an annual 
"The full scope of audience and attendees doesn ' t event. 
have to be a teenager who's involved in media, "What it really comes down to is: Are teens anicu-
but[someone] interested to find out what teens in lating and documenting their experiences, their per-
media are doing," Brien said. " It doesn 't have to be an formance, things that are special to them? And are 
adult who's involved in teaching media or mentoring other people hearing them, including each other?" 
a media, but they're welcome to come. Our core audi- Brien said. 
ence are teens who have a proclivity towards media Raw Voices will take place from II a.m. to 4 p.m. 
arts now." April 5 in the I 104 S. Wabash Ave. building. Those 
She said. "Officially, it's 13 to 19. But, we have one · who wish to attend the free event must register, which 
poet who'd like to perform and she's 20. You know, can be done through the website, 
that's spitting distance from being 19. Her content is www.colwn.edulrawvoices. 
Campus News 
Georgia Evdoxiadis 
Co-Editor-in-Chicf 
This is the way my father tells the story. 
3 
He was 23 and literally fresh off the boat- a Greek 
s~ipping vessel that broUght him from Athens to Tokyo to 
RIO to New Jersey. It was not romanticism that drew him 
to the United States. He did not think the streets would be 
paved with gold, nor did he expect to find luxury and 
wealth. He came, he said, to work. 
In Octonia, the small town where my father lived, food 
was a treasure. The government doled out work to those it 
wished to reward. Land was expensive and required the 
labor of an owner's entire life. 
He was born on a straw floor in a shack, and although 
he did not know much, he knew he had to get out of 
there. 
When he came to the United States, he had a seventh-
grade education and some electrical training. He immedi-
ate ly began looking for a job as an apprentice to a ship's 
electrician. He claims he only had $5 in his pocket. 
. He worked hard and long for many years, slowly learn-
109 English from "Sesame Street" and moving ITom port 
city to port city. He married my mother and I was born, 
soon followed by two brothers. 
My father has never been a political man. He was 
weaned from politics when he was just 19. After a year in 
the Greek navy, he had been assigned by the fascist dicta-
torship that controlled the country to oversee an "elec-
tion." His job was to take a small group of soldiers to a 
town in Crete and spy on the people as they voted. Voting 
was mandatory, but any townsperson who hinted that he 
might vote against the ruling power-or be so foolish as 
to actually do so-was immediately arrested. Ditto for 
anyone caught expressing dissatisfaction with the election 
procedure or the government. 
My father said that because he didn't want to arrest 
anyone, he called the men of the town together before the 
election and clued them in. Later that day, he watched the 
citizens file into the tavern where the elections were being 
held and mutely cast their ballots. He arrested no one. 
Since then, despite a brief dalliance with campaigning 
for Michae l Dukakis (the Greek ancestry had a little 
something to do with it), my father has mostly kept his 
mouth shut about politics. My father keeping his mouth 
shut about anythi ng is something of a miracle, so that has 
always mystified me. 
Just the Qther day, though, he let me in on the secret. 
My younger brother Chris, who has lately been enrap-
tured with communism, bought a hammer-and-sickle 
sticker and affixed it prominently to his back car window. 
My dad saw it aod scraped the sticker off the car while 
Chris was sleeping. My brother 's response to the action 
was: 
" You owe me four dollars." 
The communism has clearly not had a chance to fully 
flower. 
When I found out about the drama, I laughed. 
"Oh dad, come on, what's the big deal?" 
"You don't understand," my father replied. Then he 
told me a story. A week earlier, he was on a ship chewing 
the fat with a group of guys from Galveston, Texas. The 
talk turned, as it often does these days, toward the pend-
ing war with Iraq. My father sat in si lence until one man 
said: 
"What do you think, George?" 
My father said he hedged, not wanting to answer the 
question. In reality, I think he probably starledto hedge, 
but then his voca l nature took over. 
"So I told him that no, I do not think the war is a good 
idea," my father told me in his thick Greek accent. "And 
then the man said, • You are a foreigner. ,to 
That response may not have surprised my father, but it 
did hurt him. 
'" have lived here for 30 years," my father said, his 
voice thickening a bit. " I may be a foreigner, but now I' m 
an American foreigner. , am an American citizen." 
I found myse lf speechless (also uncharacteristical ly). 
My father had been, in a way, waiting all these years 
for this kind of event. He knew, it seems, that a govern-
ment can always go wrong. A country can become inhos-
pitable and mean, even to those who helped build it. 
He said that he sees a country where any dissention, 
any disagreement is suspect. He said he sees a place 
where those who differ with the government are called 
unpatriotic, even terrorists. He said he sees a land where 
the police can and do monitor the communications of its 
residents wi th little or no evidence of wrongdoing. He 
said he sees a government that detains citizens without 
charge, Uial or attorney. 
My father is not shocked at all by the current climate of 
our counuy. 
After all, he has seen this all before. He just hasn.'M=.--I--· - 1 
it here. . '!\t I J) 
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Meet the Family ... 
Generous discounts for Higher Education customers make the outstanding new PowerBook family a strong value. 
The new lr Powp.rBook - thp. world",s 
small;~!;t, lighh:st full ·fe.~tlJred nO,tebook 
The world 's first 1 r notebook cornplitN 
miraculously ~ngjneered into a stunning 'I" th in package. 
The ground breaking IS" PowerHook (,4, now 
available with the DVD-burning SuperDrive. 
Starting at $1 ,699.00 Starting at $3,149.00 .Starting at 52.199.00 
... and the Relatives. 
Apple's Higher Education discounts extend to our entire product line, including the award-winning iPod and stylish iMac. 
iPod 
Starting at $269.00 
eMac 
Starting at $929.00 
iBook 
Starting .t $949.00 
' iMac 
Starting at $1,249.00 
Power Mac 
Starting at $1 ,449.00 
And th~ Higher Education discount from Apple is not just good for hardware, but all the software you need as well. 
Keynote 
Kf!yn(}t~ makes it ~ smp t i ) oeiitf! (omp!!lIif!9 
pfe~entations with prcfessionakaiiber themes, 
razcr·shilrp text. cinematic ·quality transitiOns. 
.!Ind bt!ilutiful c""arts and tilblf:'s. 
Education Price. $79.00 
Final Cut Express 
Whether you're a digitai 'i;d~o ~"thusiast.a sm~!I 
business video developer. or an E-\'€'l1t videographel; 
Apple's ni~W f0iltum··rieh DV 0dit ing SUftWiirl! is 
l~eij~Jm;d fm ymJ. 
Edu(ation Price· $249.00 
i" 
i ~. 
Microsoft Office v. X 
A f\illy nativE: progral'r. dE'sigr"l/?d spedfi<aUy for MCl< as x 
that harn~!!i!i(!S the pOW(!r of OffkE', tht: !iimplkity of 
Ma(lotCl:i.h. at,d the stability of UNIX. Offk~ V. X is 
wmp<lt:ble with Offk~ XP for Microsoft Windows. 
Education Price· $199,95 
. iLife 
$(;f! wh<'l! happo!n5 whE'n y{l~ !akefj)ur bt;s( ·()f·bmed 
I"l"l Uh;tl~(sJ!n ,spplk.!llion!> .... iTlmes, iPhotn.iMoyie.ilnd 
iDVD - and int~g(ate them 50 that they WOI~'" togethe, 
st:>ilmlessly. 
Education Price. $49.00 
The Apple Store @ Columbia College 
Get your student discount at: 623 S. Wabash, Suite 20S Phone: 3 1 2.344.8MAC 
http://www.colum.edu/applestore/ 
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For U n d e r g r a d u ate Studen ts A t 
Academic Excellence Award 
53000 for one academic year ($1500 
awarded in Fall. 2002 and $1500 
awarded in Spring 2003). This scholiJr· 
ship is for full·time students with a 3.0 
cumulative grade point average and at 
least 12 credit hours earned at 
Columbia College Chicago. 
Deadline: March 14, 2003 
Applications are available at: 
Student Financial Services, 
600 S. Michigan, Room 303 
Office of Enrollment Management, 
600 S. Michigan, Room 300 
Academic Advising. 
623 S. Wabash, Room 300 
COL~ A 
Columbia College Chicago 
David Rubin Trustees' 
Scholarship 
$2000 for one academic year 
($1000 awarded in Fall, 2002, and 
$1000 awarded in Spring, 2003). 
This scholarship is for full·time out-
standing students to defray tuition 
costs. SCholarship awards are 
based on academic achievement 
and demonstration of financial 
need. 
Deadline: April !, 2003 
Hermann Conaway 
Scholarship 
$2000 for one academic year 
($1000 awarded in Fall, 2002 and 
$1000 awarded in Spring, 2003). 
This scholarship is for full-lime out-
standing students who have 
demonstrated leadership ability 
on Columbia's campus or beyond. 
Deadline: March 14, 2003 
Thaine Lyman Scholarship 
$1000 maximum award for the 
Fall. 2002 semester. This scholar-
ship is for full-time t elevision stu-
dents who have at least 24 credit 
hours earned at Columbia. 
Deadline: March 14, 2003 
Hillary Kalish Scholarship 
$2500 maximum-award per 
academic year ($1250 awarded in 
Fall, 2002 and $1250 awarded in 
Spring. 2003). This scholarship helps 
medically and financially challenged 
students complete an undergraduate 
degree. (Part·time students are 
eligible to apply.) 
Deadline: April 1, 2003 
C·· f~ · • 
www.colum.edu/ scholarships 
Scholarshi p Fund 
Applications are now available for this 
unique scholarship program. 
Scholarship winners receive: 
-Grants 
up to $3,000 to help complete projects m 
aJl fields of the arts and communications 
-Opportunities 
to work with leading professionaJs in 
Chicago's communications industTY 
- Spring Showcase 
in the Hokin Gallery 
Learn more and pick up an application by visiting: 
Student Activities & Leadership 
623 S. Wabash - Suite 313 
312-344-7459 
Hokin Calleries 
623 S. Wabash - 1 st Floor 
Class Curtain Callery 
1104 S. Wabash - 1 st Floor 
Application Deadline: April 7, 2003 
- ., 
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Fulbright Scholar 
named new dean 
Fitness Center gains speed, 
students in new semester 
o Fine and 
Performing Arts gets 
permanent spot 
his tasks won ' t be changing 
too severe ly "because we' re all 
really into it up to our ears with 
lots of goals and exiting proj-
ects. 
o Ballroom, yoga 
classes steps away 
from campus 
only a five minute walk for me." According to Tenshia Hawkins, 
Student Center employee and 
Roosevelt University student, the 
busiest time in the fitness room is 
in the afternoon. "There's can be 
75 people working out here 
between 3 to 5 p.m.," Hawkins 
said. 
By Chris Coates 
News Editor 
A Fulbright scholar and the 
current ac ting dean of the 
School of Fine and Performing 
Arts has been appointed to the 
school's permanent post. The 
provost announced the search 
and screen committee's unani-
mous decision last week. The 
selection marks the second 
time an acti ng dean has been 
lifted to a pennanent dean post 
since Columbia 's reorgamza-
tion in 2001. 
"What I do see is a greater 
long teon view of what has 
already begun. And that 's gen-
uinely exciting for me." 
The School of Fine and 
Performing Arts covers seven... 
departments including Art and 
Design. Photography. Dance. 
Music, Theater, Fiction 
Writing and Arts, 
Entertainment and Media 
Management. 
In the summer of 2001 , 
Columbia reorganized into 
four schools. Four acting deans 
filled the top positions in each 
school, with searches planned. 
On Feb. 13. 2002. Kape.lke 
announced that the search for a 
pennanent dean fo r both the 
School of Media Arts and Fine 
and Perfooning Arts would be 
delayed until fall 2002. 
By Nicole CaragJannldes 
Staff Writer 
More Columbia students tl}en 
ever are visiting the Marvin Moss 
Student Center, at Roosevelt 
University, 425 S. Wabash Ave. 
According to an official at the 
center, 45 percent of the students 
who visit the fitness faci lity are 
Columbia students. 
The fac ility has cardio equip-
ment, which includes four tread-
mills, stair climbers and exercise 
bikes. Th~re are also free weights, 
weight machines and a full basket-
ball court . Basketballs are avail-
able at the office in the Marvin 
Moss Student Center. 
There are also classes that stu-
dents can take at the Student 
Center. Yoga is offered on 
Tuesdays and Thursdays from 
noon to 1 p.m. There are Bujinkan 
classes, a fonn of judo that uses 
your opponents' weight, offered 
Mondays, Wednesdays, and 
Fridays from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. 
Aikido classes are offered on 
Tuesdays and Thursdays from 6 
p.m. till 8 p.m. and on Saturdays 
from II a.m. to I p.m. All of these 
classes are free for students. 
Ballroom dance lessons are also 
avai lable on Fridays from 6:45 
p.m. to 8:15 p.m. for a fee ofS IO 
for an 8 to 10 week session. 
The Marvin Moss Student 
Center is located on the founh 
floor of the Hennan Crown Center. 
The facility is open from 7 a.m. to 
10 p.m. Monday through 
Thursday. 7 a.m. to 9 p.m. on 
Friday, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m . on 
Saturday. and 5 p.m. to 10 p.m. on 
Sunday. Brticevich said he can 
usually be found in the gym 
Mondays through Fridays II a.m. 
to 7 p.m. to assist students in their 
workouts or answer any questions 
they might have. For more infor-
mation please call (312)341-2430. 
Leonard Lehrer has been 
acti ng dean since the summer 
0[2001. when he arrived at the 
school. 
If you are headed to the fitness 
center, bring along your student 10 
with a current sticker to work out. 
Another thing to consider is 
what time of the day you go. 
He was fonnerly the chair of 
the Art Department at 
Columbia. 
. An anist by trade, Lehrer 's 
work has been displayed at the 
National Gallcl)' of An. the 
Museum of Modem Art and 
the Metropolitan Museum of 
An. 
Lehrer marks the second 
time a dean position has been 
filled from within the school 
s ince reorgani zation. 
The dean of the school of 
Liberal Ans and Sciences, 
Chery l 10hnson-Odim, was 
appointed from an acting dean 
post in 2002. 
The acting dean o f the 
School of Media An.. Doreen 
Banoni, interviewed for that 
school's permanent post this 
month . A dec ision has not yet 
been made. 
Mark Brticev ich, a persona l 
well ness teacher at Columbia and 
the fitness director of the center has 
worked at the center for s ix years. 
When it comes to student 's 
health Bnicevich believes that stu-
dents may not eat healthy because 
of budgetary constraints, and, fo r 
some, it's the first time they are on 
thei r own and can eat whatever 
they WlIJ1t. "Once they Ithe stu-
dents] get older. they realize they 
have to take care of themselves," 
he said. 
Many Columbia students are 
already taking advantage of the 
facility. 
A graduate of the University 
of Pennsylvania with a Master 
of Fine Ans degree. Lehrer 
was a professor at New York 
Uni vers ity, Arizona State 
University and the Uni versity 
of New Mexico. He was also 
the recipient of a Fulbright 
Scholar Program 
Research! An ist-in-Residence 
Grant. whereby he s'tudied in 
Greece. 
.. , enjoyed the previous 
role,'· Lehrer said, adding that 
The Graduate School. mean-
while, has yet to fonnulate a 
search committee to nominate 
a pennanent dean. Keith 
C leveland is the current acting 
dean. 
Nicky Reyno lds, an arts, enter-
tainment and media management 
major at Columbia, said she 
recently started working out at the 
center to get in shape. "The staff's 
friendly. the facili ty is OK. and it's 
Alex Kedter/Chronicte 
Chassldy Wh~o worU on her abdomlnals at tho ROOIOYoIt Gym. 425 s. 
Wabash Avo. The center Is optn to Columbia students. 
CAT card winners get another $500 in their paws 
o Prizes up for grabs for those who 
attend five different on-campus events 
By Mallia DuJmllric 
Staff Writer 
As part of a continued effort to encourage students to 
attend on-c.ampus events, the Student Programming Board 
and the Student Activities Office are once agai n offering 
the Columbia Activity Track card program this semester. 
Students get a chance to win S500 for schoolbooks by 
attending a minimum of eight CAT-sponsored events. 
Last semester's winners wen: Andres Palenc ia Moajora. 
a film and video major; Blanca SU;1aitao. a photography 
major, and Jennifer Pricgo, an art and design major with an 
emphasis in film. 
"We did not get many people last semester to participate 
in the CAT program," said C laudia Shennan, coordinator 
of special events. She said part of the reason might be 
because the program is new this year. "But if the same 
goa this semester Chance5 are better fo r winning." she 
said. 
A Jtk:ker of a cat's paw marks one of the card event 
...,... when a lItudent attends a CAT event. When the card 
Finance 
Continued from Front Page 
((Jr ' tudcnb gradual in" (rom Columbia, they will 
recd\lc a c(lmpc: n~at jon check in the mail. 
T~ incentivc plan workJ in tandem wit h a Iccond 
payment option for tho", IIudenlJ who p.y char~e. In 
In'tallment>. Currently. tu illon I. paid In ~uanerly 
incrementl. 'f he new plan, throul'h an ou tside company 
Ihal Columbia c(lnlrCKtcd with. ofTenl ) tudent. '" ten::'I· 
fret: in,lallrncn'4 (or their tuil 10n ehurKeJ. 
" We wanted 10 pre~cfll ~lUdcnt J und their purcn!/! 
With a tndhud fJf payment thai "ivet thc m all or the 
~nefit \ (,fin. tallrne:nl pal ,"ent', which th l. d(tC., and 
.,Utre,t free ill the lamt lime," Ollnu Abid, 
r he change mean' thaI Itudclltli ("rollill" In ch,utl. 
rnu~1 f1etidt: (mt: (:If the opllunll befure ,cgl.llted n" In the! 
fall , he ph," ' ''pull'tlc, Ihllt IhHW enrulllriK "lUllt 'uIVe 
it 14mJ haflwc:e In thei, aeem",' 
is completed the card can be taken to Student Activities 
office so that it can be entered into the drawings. Students 
receive a water bottle just for turning in the card. Students 
can tum in more than one card. 
Four participating students win $500 for use at the 
school's booksto",. The drawings will be held at the end of 
the semester and students will be notified by phone or e-
mail. 
"They can buy books, software or any merchandise. 
They can do it all at once or in multiple trips. They have 
about a month time limit to choose their prizes," said 
Ebonie Saunders. Student Activities infonnation coordina-
tor. 
"I think it's good for the school. and I was glad to coop-
erate," said Ei leen Cleary, the bookstore's manager. 
" I would not mind if such a prize was available faT my 
chi ld. I just put my third kid through college." 
The $500 prize was not the first prize idea. "We had dif-
ferent ideas at first : we tho ught of restaurant gift certifi -
cates, but this is more beneficial to students," soid Sharod 
Smith. member of the Student Programming Boord. und U 
music business majo r. Smith sa id he goes to every CAT 
event although he is exempt from winning because he is 
part of the progrnmming board. 
S ince the CAT program started, the organizers have 
T he installment pilin ill contruc ted through Academic 
MlInu"emenl Servrce~ , R MU5sochusett !l-bU5ed I1nonclal 
scrvlce speeiaJlzlng In ins litutionlll pu)'menl pin " !I al 
mOre Ihun 2.500 oohool. uero," the count ry. The com· 
pany. u . ub.ldltt ry of the nllttllclul .ervlce .lId In.ur· 
anCe provider UICI. churKe. U SSS ellrolllllcllt ree. 
C hrlll Dwyer, 11 11 AMS lIccount 1I11100"or, suld that 
Columbia .I"ned Ihe contrnct In Dccc.1mbcr ol'lmu ),ol1r, 
lie II I~o ~lI ld thllt Ihc oilly lither ChlclI¥o,u"'lI co li eMe 
ullti . r AMS COlltrllCt I~ the Mootiy Ulble 11I"ltute. HOO 
N. 1.8S.II. St. 
Wllh lite 'I'ulllonl'8y Monthly 1'1011 . • tutieilis e'tobli, h 
nn Intere.l· r .. e In,tolil1lelll plnll with AMS. who I ~ III 
conilict wllh Colulltb l8. Pee. nrc Vllid to AMS. which 
Ihen furword . the I\tnd. to Colul1Ihl • . 
Allhuu»h Culul1lbltt cOIII,.uted Ih. Jub uut Iu AM S. 
thought of many ways to publici"" the program. "We 
infonned everyone who attended freshmen orientation and 
gave them a card. We anOOWlCed at every event the CAT 
infonnation. We have fliers and posters scattered. in every 
building." Smith said. 
" It 's an inventive way to get everyone involved a good 
advertising tool," said Marcus Clark. 20, an advertising 
major. He said the $500 in books is a "generous offer," but. 
"ltheYI should send mailing infonnation (about the CAT 
program)." Although this is the first time he had heard 
about the program. he said he would offer his creative 
services if the program needed extra help. 
In order to quali fy, students have to pick up a CAT card 
at either the Student Activities Office or at the events itself. 
They must attend at least one event in each of the five fol-
lowing categories: Workshop/Panel Discussion. 
Perfonning Ans, Cultural Activities.. Social Activities and 
Leadership/Career Development. Students can choose the 
remaining three events as long as the event is designated 
as u CAT event. And if a student attends an advising ses-
s ion with their Bcademic adviser, it will be credited as one 
CAT event on the CAT card. 
"And this may sound cheesy. but either way you arc a 
winner if you go to an event or win the: 1500 in books.. .. 
Shennan said . 
Ihe company . 1.0 provides Individual students wilh 
pU)'lncnt plnns or siudent loons, 
"hc pi lin. nllow stUdenl lind pa",nts to "",ad oul 
r.
uyntCnl. over us mltch. • Il·month period. TIl 
linK." period olumbla wlil aliow I 10 months. 
Uoehu.e AM doc nOI . ho",. Inlo",.t fee • the ttlm· 
~.ny IOokc. 0 pronl by ch,,,,lnll the SS~ nrolim."t 
l'co. 
Unlike the old piAn. flI\.Y tllents ON fur n" . "t l", . ... 
vcrs" •• I lnMI ••• mester. A IO·flI\.YtII ,,1 pin" be¥l"s "" 
JUliO IS. wllh mo"thly JlllYntCI\II. II "I the !l",1 I"~ ­
",ollis Ibr .heh pl." "'" 0" M.",h I~ . 
SI"lIoI\I' OAII . " roli I" '1'1I1I1""I'oy I'IA" hy clther 
"'4ue"I"~ "" "llplie"ll"" Ihn)ltMh Ih. ntoli. hpl'lyit~ 
ullli"o or 1110011 ,,» with 0" MS "'p""ol\lotl"". "h" 
will be .t ",¥I.trotlll" . 
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manifest031Sa,Hew 
Columbia College Chicago Urban Arts Festival: May 22 
illJ9 what is mayfest 
MayFest is a month-long celebration of student work, a festival 
of student talent, and an opportunity for graduating seniors 
and graduate thesis students to exhibit and perform their work. 
Visual, performing and media arts exhibitions and events will 
take place all over campus during the month of May. MayFest 
culminates in a day-long festival, Manifest 03. 
illJ9 what is manifest 
Manifest is an urban arts festival happening at Columbia 
College on May 22. Enjoy live music from student, local, 
and international bands on three sound stages, a campus 
wide gallery artwalk and site-specific performance works 
including dance concerts, spoken word, theater pieces 
and musical recitals. 
Mark your calendars and join the celebration. 
www.mayfestmanlfest.colum.edu 
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mil The Bradford Group . J) 9333 N. Milwaukee Avenue, Niles, Illinois 60714-1393 847-966-2770 Fax: 847-581-8630 www.collectiblestoday.com 
The Bradford Group is an international company and the leader in direct marketing of limited-edition 
collectibles. We hire top talent; we support initiative and encourage creativity. 
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATE 
lfyou are an innovative, results oriented individual, The Bradford Group, the world leader in limited-edition 
collectibles, has an opportunity for you. 
Responsibilities of the position: 
Individual is responsible for assisting product development managers in concepting and developing product series and preparing 
product for presentation to the company. You will also be responsible for managing schedules for artists, overseeing contact with 
artists, and various other administrative and project management tasks. 
Skills and qualifications necessary to perform tasks: 
BA or BFA degree in Art, Art History, Fine/Studio Arts, Illustration, Product Design, Sculpting. Strong internship experience or a 
minimum of two years experience preferred. Experience in a clerical and/or art/craft environment a major plus. Artistic skills pre-
ferred. Must possess excellent organizational skills, strong communication skills and be detailed oriented. Knowledge of MACIPC 
including Excel , and Word, Illustrator, Photoshop. 
We offer a competitive salary and benefits package, as well as a casual work environment. 
Please send resumes to: The Bradford Group, 9333 N. Milwaukee Avenue, Attn: Human Resources - PKlPDAlAAA, Niles, 
Il, 60714. Fax: 847-581-8630. Email: pking@bradfordexchange.com. 
Visit us at: www.collectiblestoday.com 
We are an equal opportunity employer. 
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NEW COLUMBIA COLLEGE 
PAYMENT OPTIONS 
a.glnnlng with the 2003 - .2004 acad.mlc 
y.ar, Columbia CoII.g. Chicago will offer 
two option. for paying tUition, f... and 
room .xp.n.... Option 1 I. to pay all 
CoII.g. charg •• In full by making payment 
In full to Columbia Collage prior to the end 
of the first week of schedul.d classes for 
the term, Option 2 is to partiCipate In the 
Academic .Managem.nt Service (AMS) 
TultionPay Monthly Plan. Students who do 
not choose option 1, payment In full mad. 
to Columbia Colleg. prior to the .nd of the 
first week of scheduled classes for the 
term, must complete a payment plan con-
tract with AMS. Students who plan on 
enrolling for the Fall 2003 term must 
choo.e b.tween option 1 and option 2 In 
order to register for cia ..... 
Special note: Student planning on living In 
the Resld.nce Center . must , elUter pay 
Utelr Residence Center c"at;ges in full Dr 
complete an AIMS Tultlonl'ay' contract no 
late, than June 15, 2003. 
Option 1 
If a student pays hisfher total charges for a term of 
enrollment to Columbia College no later than the end 
of the first week of scheduled classes for that term, 
helshe will be awarded an Enrollment Incentive 
Award for the next term. A studenL who earns an 
award during the fan term and enrolls for classes in 
spring of the same academic year, will receive the 
award during the spring term. A student, who earns 
the award during the spring term and enrolls in the 
summer session of the same academic year, will 
receive the award~ for the summer term. Students 
cannot eam an Enrollment Incentive Award for the 
summer term. A student who earns an award for the 
spring term and does not attend in the summer, but 
attends the following fall tenn will receive the award 
that fall. The award will not carry forward beyond the 
fall term of the next academic year. 
The Enrollment Incentive Award will be a set per-
centage of tuition (not fees) and, if appropriate, room 
charges assessed the student for the current term. 
The Enrollment Incentive Award percentage for 
the 2003 -2004 academic year is 5%. If a student 
who is otherwise eligible for an Enrollment 
Incentive Award reduces hisfher charges for the 
term by reducing credit hours, the Enrollment 
Incentive Award will be calculated on the reduced 
charges. If a student Increases hisfher charges dur-
ing the published add/drop period, the award will be 
calculated on the increased charges provided the 
increased ct(arges are paid in full. The Enrollment 
Incentive Award will be automatically applied to eli-
gible student accounts. Any charges owed the 
College from a previous term will not be included in 
the calculation.of the award. 
A student who graduates at the end of a term for 
which he/she has earned an Enrollment Incentive 
Award will receive a check from the College equal to 
the appropriate amount of the award. These checks 
will be mailed after the term ends, and graduation 
, has been verified. No exception can be made to this 
pclicy. 
Payment of charges either In full or in part with finan-
cial aid (Including loans and excluding federal worll 
study). is an approved method of payment for option 
1.The student or bill payer accepts the full responsi-
bility for completing the Columbia College financial 
. aid process and establishing eligibility for which 
Columbia College Chicago receives aid funds prior 
to the end of the first week of classes for the term. 
There can be no exceptions to this ·policy .. 
Option 2 
Columbia College Chicago has contracted with 
Academic Management Services (AMS) to offer the 
TuitionPay Monthly Plan, an interest free tuition 
installment payment plan. Columbia's contract with 
AMS begins with the fall semester of 2003. This plan 
sets up an interest free installment payment agree-
ment between students and AMS. Each TuitionPay 
Plan contract has a $55.00 enrollment fee. A lower 
fee is charged for single term contracts. Students 
who plan on residing in the Columbia College 
Residence Center must comply with payment 
requirements stated within their housing contract. 
Financial aid for which a student establishes eligibil-
ity and for which funds are available can be factored 
into a TuitionPay Plan. If you enter into an AMS 
TuitionPay Plan that requires three payments be 
made prior to the first day of classes for the Fall term 
and you already have registered for classes for the 
Fall term, and you do not make two of those pay-
ments, your fall registration will be voided. 
The Tuition Pay Plan has the following 
options In terms of the length of payment 
plans: . 
Fail/Spring Plans 2003 • 2004 
(fuJI academic year) 
A ten-payment plan with the first payment 
due June 15 
A nine-payment plan with the first payment 
due July 15 
An eight·payment plan with the first payment 
due August 15 
All plans beginning in June, July, or August have a 
final payment due date of March 15, 2004 
A student who misses two consecutive or noncon· 
secutive TuitionPlan payments in any payment plan 
will have hislher student account returned to 
Columbia College and payment is due immediately. 
future registration depends on a zero balance. 
Fall 2003 Term Only and Spring 2004 
Term Only Plans 
Single term only payment plans may be arranged 
with AMS. If you do not make two consecutive or 
nonconsecutive payments your account will be 
returned to Columbia College and payment is due 
immediately, your account balance must be zero 
before you can participate in registration for a future 
term. 
Joining AMS Late 
A student may participate In an AMS Payment Plan 
that has already begun (scheduled payments 
already begun) by making necessary ·catch up' pay-
ments. If a student needs help in determining the 
amount currently due, helshe can call an AMS 
TuitionPay consultant at 800-635-0102. 
Slimmer 2004 Term Only 
No AMS contract is offered for the summer term. All 
summer term charges (tuition, fees, housing) must 
be paid in full no later than August 13, 2004. 
Registration Requirements 
As long as a student with an AMS contract Is up to 
date with hisiher AMS payment plan payments 
helshe can participate In early or regular registration 
at Columbia College for a future tenn. Any student 
not participating in.an AMS payment plan must have 
a zero balance to participate in early or regular reg-
istration. There can be no exceptions to these 
requirements. 
Stud.nt Accounts R.turned From AMS to 
Columbia for Mls_d Payments 
Students who miss two TuitionPayment Plan pay· 
ments (consecutive or non-consecutive) will have 
their payment account retumed to Columbia College 
and payment in full to Col~mbia College must be 
made prior to any future registration period. 
Payment accounts returned to the College 
from AMS due to missed payments will have a 5% 
late payment fee assessed by Columbia College on 
the unpaid balance. If payment is not made in full by 
the end of the term, the account will be sent to a col-
lection agency, and the student will not be permitted 
to register until the account is paid in full . 
Frequently asked questions and answers 
How long has AMS been in the educational finance 
business, and how big is fhe company? 
AMS is the largest tuition payment management 
company in the country and has been in bqsiness for 
thirty years. 
How do I enroll with AMS? 
You will receive enrollment material in the mail from 
AMS. You may complete that fonn and include it 
along with your AMS enrollment fee payment. follow 
directions in your AMS enrollment material . You may 
enroll at Columbia College registration where an 
AMS representative will be present. AMS enroll· 
ments can also be processed online at 
www.tuitionpay.com. 
What if there is a mistake on my sfatement? 
A TuitionPay consultant will work with you. Call 800-
556-6684 
What if I miss my AMS monthly paymenl deadline? 
Late fees are assessed by AMS. 
To whom do 1 make AMS TuitionPay Plan pay-
ments? 
Fleet Bank P.O. Box 970015 Boston, Massachusetts 
02297. Do not make AMS TuitionPay payments to 
Columbia College. 
Why will my checks be made payable to Fleet Bank? 
Your check is deposhed to a Trust Account adminis-
tered by Fleet Bank for AMS; funds are then for-
warded to Columbia College on a predetermined 
schedule. 
Can I make payments to AMS using my credit card? 
Yes, you can use your credit card to pay your AMS 
enrollment fee, and to make your scheduled pay. 
ments. You will be charged a teleprocessing fee for 
using a credit card based on the amount of your pay-
ment. 
Can I use automatic deposits to make my pay-
menfs? 
Yes, if you set it up with AMS. 
What if there are changes in the amount lowe 
Columbia Co/lege? 
Columbia College will communicate with AMS in an 
ongoing fashion regarding changes in student 
accounts and financial aid. Appropriate verified 
adjustments will be made. Students may also con-
tact AMS to make necessary adjustments at 800-
556-6684. TuitionPay representatives are available 
Monday - Friday 8:00 am - 10:00 pm and Saturdays 
9:00 am - 3 pm eastern standard time. Students are 
responsible for the accuracy of their TuitionPay Plan 
and for meeting all College payment requirements 
and deadlines 
How can AMS offer insurance at no extra cost? 
Due to the large volume of AMS, it can offer. at no 
extra cost, insurance coverage that covers the bill 
payer for any outstanding balance owed Columbia 
upcn the death of the bill payer. 
More Information will become available In 
the near future.' 
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Activism a tough sell on 
today's college campuses 
o Many'.campus 
organizations have 
trouble getting students 
politically involved 
By Becky Bartindale 
Knight Ridder Newspapers 
(KRT) SAN JOSE, Ca li f. -No 
draft. No time. And no war--at least 
not yet. 
These arc explanations students 
g ive for why a possib le U.S. war 
with Iraq has not sparked campus 
protests on a Vietnam-era sca le. 
Activists had some success: Tens 
o f thousands of students at more 
than 300 co lleges and universit ies 
pledged to join a national student 
walkoul',accordiiolg to organizers for 
the Nationa l Youth and Student 
Peace Coali tion/the event coordina-
tor. They hope the walkout wi ll 
ignite an ant i-war movement on 
campus. 
But student organizers face a for-
midable task. In contrast to thei r 
c~unte rparts who challenged the 
VIetnam War, today's co llege stu-
~ents h~vc far less appet ite for poli-
tICS, natlon~ 1 surveys show. They've 
grown up In a more conservative 
time, not during the political, social 
and cu ltural revolut ion that the 
1960s and early 1970s represe nted. 
Today's anti-war organizers have 
some advantages, though. Even 
before the bombing has started, they 
have mobilized large numbe rs of 
students to rallies in Wash ington, 
~ew York and ~n Francisco. fold-
Ing them into a broader peace coali-
tion. Now those. students are taking 
what they' ve learned back to their 
campuses . 
"The Internet and e-mai l have 
totally changed the face of organiz-
ing," said Univers ity of California 
junior Michael Smith, 23, of the 
campus-based Berkeley Stop the 
yvar Coalition. "This permanent 
mfrastructure has arisen to work on 
peace and just ice issues full time. 
That's the ir job. There is not as 
much need for student leadership." 
.. College tuition increases and 
budget cuts across the nation are 
providing a hook. Act ivists make a 
link between economic problems on 
campus and the war. 
"It makes the war more relevant" 
said Adam Welch, an act ivist at De 
Anza Co llege in Cupertino, Cali f. 
The governor's proposed budget 
cuts "are like a war on us. It 's not 
just us attacking those people over 
there. We feel personall y affected by 
it." 
Still, campus organizers concede 
that g~tting students engaged politi-
cally IS tough. 
"They don 't think there 's a direct 
connection to their li ves," sa id 
Huong Nguyen, a member of 
Students for Justice at De Anza. 
One of the biggest obstacles to 
organizing is the time crunch stu-
dents face. 
" It 's hard to put in the time and 
energy," sa id San Jose State 
University student Vanessa 
Nisperos, who is acti ve in a new stu-
dent coal ition, Voices Ri s ing. " But 
it's a good time for activ ism. 
Students are ask ing questions and 
they are concerned." 
At community coll eges and large, 
urban campuses such as San Jose 
and San Francisco State un ivers ities 
students tend to be o lder, commut~ 
t? campus and work at least part 
tIme. Many have spouses and chi l-
dren competing for their time. They 
See Activism, page 12 
Students battle eating disorders 
o Males account for 
10 percent of those who 
suffer from disorders 
By Theresa Wong 
Daily Utah Chronicle (U. Utah) 
(U·WIR E) SALT LAK E C ITY-
It started earl ier in her life than for 
most girls. Anne Buchanan, a stu-
dent <1\ Salt Lake Community 
Co llege, remem bers eating fal-free 
candy and a lot of Apple-O's during 
a two-year battle with anorexia ner-
vosa. 
"1 either wouldn't eat anything or 
I would only eat food that contained 
no bl whatsoever," she said. 
According to The Journal of 
American College Health, worry ing 
about body image can start as early 
as "freshman 15," when freshmen 
women tend to gain 15 pounds dur-
ing their first year of co llege . 
Students' outward physical appear-
ances plays an important role during 
this time and is linked to, and can 
damage, self-esteem. 
The on li ne publication U 
Magazine sa id with a ll the pressures 
placed on coll ege students to fit a 
particular look , a negative body 
Image seems to be very nonnal. 
"Stude.nts are coping with being 
on theIr own," said Lauren 
Weitzman, a psychologist who helps 
with counse li ng at the University of 
Utah's counsel ing center. "They ' re 
learn ing the ' Who am I?' part, and 
their be liefs start to tum negative or 
positive according to their environ-
ment." 
The Journal of Psychology attrib-
utes low se lf-esteem and body 
image problems to the freedom of 
college. And with all the stress that 
comes with it, a di storted view of 
o~e's body. image can initiate eating 
dIsorders Itke anorexia and bu limia. 
Accordi ng to the Diagnost ic and 
Stat istical Manual of Mental 
Disorders, eating disorders were 
~ound m?st prevalent among those 
III sorOrit ies, female ath letes and 
female undergraduates. 
But that doesn't mean men don't 
s u~Cr f~om negative self-images or 
catlllg di sorders. Men account for 10 
percent ofpeoplc suffering from eat-
ing disorders. acco rdi ng to the 
Amer ican Anorexia / Bulimia 
Association. And that mioht be even h~ghe r, if more men sought help for 
diseases that are typically consid-
ered women's issues. 
"We definitely do get men who 
col~e in fo r ~hose lypes of issues," 
yve ltzman saId . "Stereotypically, it 
1S harder for men. They are more 
prone to act out aggressively whi le 
women tend to have inward emo-
ti ons. But we do have men come in 
all of the time." 
In stat ist ics done by the counsel-
ing. center ro~ghly four years ago, 
Weitzman saId 40 percent of the 
center's visitors were men, while 60 
percent were women. 
. Many who have a negative body 
Image turn to obsessive exercising. 
Buchanan recalls being an exercise 
junkie, running up to three miles a 
day and also doing the Abs of Steel 
video three to six times a day. 
But more and more males are also 
turning to compulsive exercise to 
change their body shape in order to 
fit the new standard of male attrac-
tiveness. 
See Eating di~ers, page.12 
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Collegiate presidential 
salaries rise nationwide 
o At least 27 university 
presidents earned more than 
$500,000, according to study 
By Ryan Floersheim 
Daily Lobo (U. New Mexico) 
(U:W IRE) ALB UQUERQUE, N. M.-The 
salaries of uni ve~s ity and co llege presidents 
have skyrocketed In recent years, according to a 
study done by the Chronicle of Higher 
Education. 
A~cordin~ to the 2001 study, at least 27 uni-
vers ity preSIdents earned more than $500,000-
more than double the number who made that 
salary the year before. 
Last year, Univers ity of New Mexico 
Presid:nt William Gordon r:eceived a 6.5-per-
cent Increase, making his annual sa lary 
$218,802, a $13,000 increase from the year 
before. 
Upon his departure, Gordon 's salary was IS 
percent ~ore than his predecessor's, Richard 
Peck, whIch topped out at $ 189,900. 
Chris Garc ia, the current UNM pres ident, 
who also makes $218,802, declined a higher 
salary. He said that because the faculty and staff 
w:re not slated to receive pay raises, it was not 
fa Ir that he should either. 
Th.e ~rowin~ ~rend of upping president 's 
salaries IS not itmlted to UNM. Private co lleges 
have far out-paced the ir public uni verSIty coun-
terparts in rai s ing their leade rs' sa laries. 
Accord.ing to the Chronicle of Higher 
EducatIOn, Judith Rodin, president of the 
U~iversity of Pennsy lvania, leads the nation 
with an annual compensation package of 
$808,02 1. The package includes her salary, 
bonuses and benefi ts . 
UNM ?res ident Chri s Garcia's salary " is low 
fo~ the. Sl.ze and complexity of the inst itution," 
s~lld Wilham Funk, managing director of educa-
tio n and nonprofit practice at KornFerry 
International, an executi ve search finn that 
managed the last two UNM president ial search-
es in 1990 and 1998. 
" For an inst it ution the size of UNM, I wou ld 
tell you that the figure should be between 
$300,000 and $350,000," Funk sa id. 
However, UNM is in the best pos ition in 
decades to attract top cand idates because of its 
st~b le leadership during the past II years, he 
sa id . 
,,!,he ~ramat i c increase in compensation for 
ulll vers1~y .Ieaders is a fai rly new phenome-
non-wlthm the past 12 to 18 months sa laries 
at a few univers ities have doubled' or even 
tripled, sa id Jerry Baker of Baker-Parker and 
Associates Inc., in an Ohio State Uni versity 
newspaper. Bake r-Parker and Associates Inc. is 
an executive recruitment firm based in Georgia. 
Baker added that compet ition between institu-
tions of sim ilar scope has pushed sa laries 
upward. Th~ mediar:' sa lary for college presi-
dents and vIce preSidents rose 5.3 percent in 
2001-0~, acco~dmg to the Chronicle of Higher 
Educatl on, which surveys co ll ege sa laries annu-
ally. The median salary for presidents of uni ver-
s ities that grant doctora l degrees was $243.360 
this year, putting UNM well be low average . 
UNM will probab ly have to otfer more than 
that to whomever is chosen to succeed Garc ia 
because it is a "very complex" university with a 
hospital and a medical school, said former 
UN M regent David Archuleta in an 
Albuquerque Journal article. . 
Archuleta said the board must be prepared to 
offer a .salary suffic ient enough to attract a quali~ 
ty pres1dent. He wouldn't say, however, just how 
much the Board of Regents would be wi ll ing to 
pay. 
" If we want them bad enough, I suppose, it's 
whatever the market wi ll bear," he said . 
Garc ia said that UNM must pay the national 
"m~~ket" rate if it is to be competitive in the com-
petitive marketplace for uni versity presidents. 
· "Typically at UN M, when a person is usually 
hIred fro.m the o~ts ide is the time the largest 
salary adjustment IS made," Garc ia said. 
· Garcia add~d.that CE~s of many large institu-
!Ions are recelvmg relatIvely large salaries-this 
IS also true of univers ities. 
· ~ut the national market for college pres idents 
IS tighter now than a decade ago, and top candi -
dates demand higher salaries, Funk said. 
· At an~ given time, 30 to 40 colleges are seek-
mg preSidents and the pool of top candidates is 
typ ically thin, he said. 
These jobs have become so demanding and the 
expectations are so high, that these people expect 
to be paid a lot, Funk said. 
· . "Many fa~tors attract a candidate ... a compet-
itIve salary IS one of them," Garcia said. 'The 
presidency of a large, research un iversity is a 
complex and demanding job," Garcia said. "It 
incorporates a 2417/365 li festy le and huge 
respons ibil ities." 
Bill could offer colleges 
punishment for tuition hikes 
o If a college fails to bring 
down tuition within a year, 
sanctions would be taken 
against the school 
By Chris Werner 
Badger Herald (U. Wisconsin) 
(U·WIRE) MADISON, Wis.-In the wake 
of. t~le ever-increasing threat of ris ing college-
tU Ition costs, California Republican Rep . 
Howard P. " Buck" McKeon has introduced 
~egisl~t~on that would punish colleges for rais-
mg tUItion costs above a certain level. 
McKeon, who heads the House subcommit-
tee on higher education, said he drafted the 
propos~1 out .. of fr~stration for continuall y 
II1creasmg tuition prices despite large sums of 
money that have been spent on student-aid 
programs. 
~cKeon a1s,? h?pes this bill, which he plans 
to mtroduce wlthm the next month, wi ll make 
college education available fo r students with 
financial constrictions. 
" It's good to have legis lators worried about 
the costs to go to college," sa id Jacob O. 
Stampen, a professor in the Department of 
Educational Administration at the Un iversity 
of Wisconsin. 
Under the provisions of this bill, a college 
that raises costs of attendance by twice the rate 
of inflation or more would be under review by 
"The bill seems a little bit 
self-defeating. 
If the purpose is to help 
students afford college, 
then how can they 
rationalize taking away 
federal aids?" 
- UW freshman Diana 
Gruberg 
the U.S. Education Department. The college 
would need to explain its rat ionale fo r the 
increased prices to the department and wou ld 
also need to prov ide detailed prevention plans 
for future tuition increases. 
UW out-of-state freshman Sarah Orlowski 
is worried that possible tuition inc reases 
would jeopardize her stay at UW. 
· "Penali zing universities for rais ing tuiti on is 
u~timately positive for all students , but espe-
Cially out~of-state students, who::;e tuition is 
already reall y high," Orlowski sa id. "These 
students are having greater and greater diffi-
culty to [finding] the fi nanc ia l means to allow 
them to attend out-of-state schools of the ir 
choice." 
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Colorado experiments 
with new college vouchers 
o Community colleges would 
lower tuition by 25 percent, under 
the voucher plans 
By Judith Graham 
Chicago Tribune 
(KRT) DENVER-In a potentialiygroundbreaking 
higher education experiment, Colorado wou ld 
become the first state to implement a voucher system 
for public colleges and uni versities under legislation 
due to be introduced in the next several days. 
The Colorado proposal would represent one of the 
most innovative overhauls of financing for public 
higher education ever attempted, experts said, and it 
is be ing closely watched nationwide. 
Instead of appropriating money to the state's 28 
uni versit ies, four-year colleges, and community col-
leges, Colorado would g ive each resident undergrad-
uate a voucher worth $4,000 a year and let the student 
decide where to spend it. Only public institutions 
would qualify. 
Graduate students study ing in-state would receive 
vouchers of $8,000 a year. Research institutions 
would get additional payments in the form of block 
grants to help compensate them for extra costs. 
"This is not a field where bold new ideas are put on 
the table very often. This [Colorado plan] is attracting 
a lot of interest, because it is so different," said Pat 
Callan, president of the National Center for Public 
Policy and Higher Education in San Jose, Calif 
Other states eyeing the concept include Arizona, 
Hawaii, Oregon and Washington, though none have 
gone so far as to draft spec ific proposals, sources said. 
College vouchers were first seriously discussed, but 
ultimately rejected as a public policy innovation in 
MiMesota a decade ago. Colorado's program would 
be implemented in July 2004 if the legislation passes. 
"Everyone has been wondering s ince, what would 
happen if. a proposal like this passed. We hope 
Colorado IS brave or crazy enough to do it," said 
Dennis Jones, president of the National Center for 
Higher Education Management Systems, a nonprofit 
research group in Boulder, Colo. 
The Color~o plan addresses several pressing local 
concerns, particularly the need to send more high 
school st4dents-especially from low-income fami-
lies-to college, gamer more support for higher edu-
cation and give colleges and universities more flexi-
bi lity in setting tuition levels. 
Though its passage isn ' t certain, the proposal's 
focus on consumer-driven competition and greater 
access to higher education has won support from con-
servative Republicans who control the state legisla-
ture, college and university presidents and liberal 
Democrats. 
" J have trouble with vouchers for [elementary and 
high schoolJ education, but this is completely differ-
ent because all it does is change how we allocate 
resources among public schools. I voted for it enthu-
siastically," said former Colorado Gov. Richard 
Lamm, a Democrat and member of a blue ribbon 
panel that endorsed the proposal earlier this year. 
Only 39 percent of Colorado's high school students 
go on to college, in comparison to 48 percent in 
Illinois. The figures are even wo~e for Colorado 's 
low-income students, with just 17.1 percent attending 
college. 
Under the voucher-plan, local community colleges 
would lower tuition by 25 percent, making them more 
af!'ordable to a potentially larger group of students, 
said Joan Ringel, spokeswoman -for the Colorado 
Commission on Higher Education. 
Also, many students and their families don't realize 
how much money the state contributes toward the 
~ost of the~r .education if they attend a public institu-
tion. By g lvmg students vouchers, officials hope to 
make those subsidies explicit and encourage more 
students to take advantage of them. 
" I really think that if my daughter and her friends 
knew these funds were avai lable, it would encourage 
them to plan ahead and begin thinki ng about how to 
continue their education," said Debbie Phillips, 
whose 14-year-old daughter will begin high school in 
a Denver suburb this fall. 
. Politically, the prospect of mobilizing families 
appeals to colleges and universities. "We need to 
engage students and their parents around the state in 
the importance of maintaining an adequate level of 
funding for higher education," said Dr. Elizabeth 
Hoffinan. president 6f the University of Colorado' 
System. 
Almost 190,000 college students who have some-
thing to lose if the state slashes higher education fund-
ing will have far greater clout in the legislature than 
28 publ ic institutions perceived as bloated bureaucra-
cies, Hoffman and others said. 
Budget cuts are a harsh reality for Colorado's pub-
lic colleges and universities--one of the largest dis-
cretionary line items-when economic times are 
tough, as they are now. 
"We sti ll have a lot of work of do to convince peo-
ple we can afford this. It's going to be an aggressive 
fight," said state Rep. Keith King, a Republican who 
plans to sponsor a college voucher bill in the next 
several days. 
For the ir part, Colorado four-year colleges and uni-
versities believe they stand to reap significant benefits 
if the voucher proposal becomes a law and loosens 
constraints on raising tuition. 
sNEws 
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Activism 
Continued from Page 10 
have few opportunities for connections on campus. 
Today 's students are a product of their time: They are more con-
cerned about being well off than developing a meaningful philosophy 
of life, something that ranked high with students in 1967. A higher per-
centage support increased military spending than they did 25 years 
ago. And fewer students now, say they are politically liberal. 
These national attitude shifts are tracked by an annual freshman sur-
vey-282,549 students responded last year-administered by the 
Higher Education Research Inst itute at t~e University of California-
Los Angeles for nearly 40 years. One of the biggest swings over the 
years has been student attitudes about political affairs. In 1966, more 
than 60 percent of freshmen said it was "essential" or "very important" 
to keep up. Last year, on ly about 33 percent felt that way. 
Students "feel distrustful and cynical about pol itical leaders in gen-
eral," said AJUle Colby, a senior scholar at the Carnegie Foundation for 
the Advancement of Teaching in Menlo Park, Calif. and co-author of 
a new book, Educating Citi7ens: Preparing America s UndeJgraduates for 
Lives o/Moral and Civic Responsibility, on what colleges and universi-
ties can do to foster civic participation. "They do not feel capable of 
making a contribution in what feels like a complex and overwhelming 
world," she said. 
Many students agree. 
"Regardless of how many people walk the streets and hold picket 
signs, it is not going to make a difference unless the president sees it 
is to his benefit," said Dawn Frenette, a San Jose State University sen-
ior. She said teach-ins "are not going to fix anything." 
The United States has been in conflict with Iraq for nearly all of 
Curtis Abbott's 19 years. " I don't feel I can make a difference by 
protesting." the Santa Clara University student said. " I just fee l it's an 
inevitable thing." 
Eating disorders 
Continued from Page 10 
According to the Journal of Psychology, college students common-
ly follow a scenario that inc~udes regular binge eating, daily exercise 
and occasional purging. But a recent survey said only 6 percent of 
undergraduates are worried about eating disorders, while 25 to 40 per-
~ent of und.ergraduates are concerned with weight loss and body 
Image. 
Weitzman believes that developing a positive sense of self or a pos-
itive self-esteem is an ongoing process. ' 
"Go e~y on yourself. Cut yourself some slack," We itzman said. 
"Spend more time with people who make you feel·good about¥o!(-
self. The main idea is to be nurturing of ourse lves. Give yourself pOs-
itive rewards for studying or doing well on a test. Gaining self-esteem 
is an active process that you must start personally." 
There are other ways to boost self-esteem and help maintain a pos-
itive body image. 
The National Eating Disorders Association published a list of 10 
affinnations for improving body image, compiled by Margo Maine. ' 
The list included suggestions such as: 
"I will spend less and less time in front of the mirror, especially 
when they are making me feel uncomfortable and self-conscious about 
my body." ; 
"I will list five to 10 good qualities that 1 have, such as understand-
ing, intelligence or creativity. I will repeat these to myself whenever I 
start to feel bad about my body." . 
"I will surround myself with people and things that make me feel 
good about myself and my abilities. When I am around people and 
thmgs that support me and make me feel good, 1 will be less likely to 
lose my self-esteem on the way my, body looks." 
The counseling center is a place to seek help and advice about self-
esteem, body image or eating disorders. 
"We offer individual counseling, group counseling, workshops and 
we often do presentations as well ," Weitzman said. 
It's been a difficult recovery for Bucpanan, but she said that seeing 
how people treated her better when she was thin has made her realize 
that popularity isn't more important than her health. 
"Now I realize that there is much more to me than how I look. J've 
chunked up, pleasantly," she said. 
Tuition hikes 
Continued from Page 10 
If ~ college fai led to bring tuition costs back down within a year, 
sanctions would be taken against the institution. One sanction would 
entail taking away the un iversity's eligibility rights for participation in 
federal student~aid programs . 
. UW freshman Diana Gruberg finds this repercuss ion more as a pun-
Ishment for students than for universities. 
"The bili seems a little bit self-defeating," Grubetg said. " If the pur-
pose IS to help students afford college, then how can they rationalize 
taking away federa l aids? It is important for our government to pres-
sure schools to keep our tuition affordable, but we need useful solu-
tions when thinking about theSe issues instead of enacting programs 
that address, but do not solve the issues." 
College lobbyists and members of the American Counc il on 
Education have viewed McKeon's proposal in a s imilar negative light, 
stressing its ill timing in light of the financial troubles facing many 
states . 
. "1 can see why a congressman wou ld think what he's thinking, but 
thiS one is a bit sweeping," Stampen said, " I th ink in most institutions 
it would be a bad thing . 
. "A.fter several years of declining [economic] support, you get this 
big hlt.ll's not surprising that the institution turns to tuition to escape," 
he said, adding that universities were often able to compensate for 
financial loss in other ways than tuition in the past. 
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'Speak out' doesn't get heard 
For a hardened critic, Columbia is a 
have n of complaint fodder. One could 
kvetch about tuition hikes, ma lfunc· 
lioning elevators o r the complexities of 
graduation protocol. Columbia's 
bureaucracy is unavoidab le, OASIS is 
a joke, there's no student center and 
class locations are too far apart. 
Everyone complains. Everyone wants 
things to change. No one, however. 
cares to do much about it. 
Last week, the Student 
Government Association's "speak out" 
drew an audience of ro ughly a dozen 
students. If we a ll think Columbia 's a 
mess- which is explicit every time an 
elevalor gets stuck- then where were 
all the whiners on March 7? 
It 's because of Columbia's rarely 
spoken of epidemic: laz iness. We're 
self-centered art ists, after all . We care 
about ourselves. We are individuals; 
we stri ve for it. Columbia bills itselfas 
a nurturing ground for such curmud-
geons. That 's why our lack of com-
munity is hardly surpri sing- a fact 
that is perfectly acceptable with many 
and downright illogical to some. 
Those who want to change things 
were on hand at the speak out, as either 
audience members or SGA senators. 
But those who really have problems-
the rea l complainers- were some-
where else. This is a major problem . 
Of course, the less-than-a-year-old 
SGA is chock-full of its own prob-
lems. After limping along through the 
beginning of this year with nine empty 
seats, the SGA is a fledgling group at 
best. 
The March 7 speak out was poorly 
adverti sed and many students didn't 
have any idea that it existed. The fact 
that only a dozen or so students made 
a showing is partly the fault of the 
SGA, who should have spent more 
time and energy gett ing the word out. 
There is .no denying the SGA's 
missions are pragmatic ones: trumpet 
the student voice, act as a liaison 
between students and administration , 
and provide students with a platform 
to grow as comm unicators, a rtists and 
citizens. It is a striking message, one 
that is either unknown or ignored by 
the student masses. 
In both cases, the SGA must take 
concrete steps to spread and improve 
their still-new image. 
To assume Columbia's student 
body doesn' t care is not an option. To 
assume the SGA is not worth the trou-
.ble is not an option. Complacency is 
not an opt ion. 
In the end, we can continue to 
complain about MAP grants and 
President Warrick Carter's mansion, 
but when push comes to shove, every-
one will get quiet . So here's the real 
news: It 's a democracy and you're an 
adult. Take some responsibility and 
make your vo ice heard. 
Three-strikes law strikes out 
American society has gone three-
strikes crazy. 
The U.S. Supreme Court 's 5-4 deci-
sion to uphold California's three-strike 
policy on March 6 has set off debate 
across the country. 
It's unbelievable that a reported 
drug addict convicted of stealing some 
videotapes in California was consid-
ered such a danger to society that he 
was sentenced to 50 years to life in 
prison. 
Another Californian convicted of 
stea ling golf clubs was also sentenced 
to an exorbitant punishment, 25 years 
to life. 
Where's the justi ce? 
The decision reflects an increasing-
ly puni tive approach to dealing with 
crime in American society. Draconian 
laws are implemented more and more. 
Now 12-year-olds are be ing tried as 
adults and sent to prison for life . It 's 
just not right. 
Instead of ensuring the crime fits 
the punishment, the legal system is tak-
ing a one-size-fits-all approach that is 
legally questionable. Unusual punish-
ments are becoming the norm, and they 
are certainly cruel. 
Proponents of the three-strikes rul -
ing cite Cali fornia Department of 
Corrections stati stics that say recidi -
vism rates dropped by 25 percent in 
California over the first four years afte r 
the legislation was enacted in 1994. 
Their argument is compelling on the 
surface, no doubt. 
But what we need to do at this point 
is step back and look at why people are 
in jail. If detainees are merely property 
damagers, thieves or drug addicts, are 
they worth the billions of dollars we 
pour into the criminal justice system? 
And is it worth taking someone's moth-
er, father. sister or brother away for 
good? It only perpetuates a fragmented 
society and more desperation-:.....and 
more crime. 
If the criminal justice system isn' t 
working to curb crime, then lawmak-
ers, criminal justice authorities and 
admin istrators need to put their time 
and talent into fi xing it. That is what we 
pay them for. 
It is' unjust to punish people ran-
domly, especially those at the bottom 
of the social and economic ladder who 
often have less-than-perfect legal rep-
resentation. 
Public officials need to wrap their 
arms around the substantive issues 
rather than remain consumed with the 
bottom line. Truly addressing what 
makes people criminals-poverty, 
underemployment, drugs-will prove 
to the public that officials are working 
hard and may even give them a few 
more accomplishments to add to their 
campaign literature. 
These individuals need to stop 
unraveling the fabric of our society by 
deconstructing the spirit of America. 
What ever happened to the "land of 
opportuni ty," where people can tum their 
lives around and anyone can succeed? 
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Dietary supplements: FDA unapproved 
By Emily Smith 
Commentary Editor 
In this health-conscious era, 
dietary supplements have prac-
tically become fundamental. 
Low on iron? Pop a pill . Feel a 
cold creeping up? Take some 
vitamin C. There are even one· 
a-day vitamins to keep the body 
"balanced." 
According to an article pub-
lished on March 8 in the 
Chicago Tribune. the supple-
ment industry is growing at a 
rate of 15 percent a year, and 
current ly produces annual U.S. 
sa les of$19 billion. It seems 
that everybody is in on this sup-
plemental fad; especially stu-
dents in need of energy for 
these ''I'm so tired" years. 
But when all the facts afC 
we ighed in, it 's quite scary. The 
Food and Drug Administration, 
which regulates dietary supple-
ments, doesn't actually regulate 
them at all. 
When Cli nton signed the 
Dietary Supplement Health and 
Education Act in 1994, the sole 
responsib ility fo r mak ing sure a 
supplement is safe was placed 
in the hands of the manufactur-
er. Prior to this, supplements 
went through the same regu la-
tion r.equirements as other 
foods . 
ensuring the FDA 
have even less 
responsibility. 
DSHEA did 
require a nutrition 
label to be placed on 
the product. But s ince 
nobody " regulates" 
the supplements or 
checks to see if the 
manufacturer is cor-
rect, how can we be 
sure that it is safe? 
The truth is, we can't. 
So it shouldn 't be 
surpris ing that the 
number of consumer 
complaints last year 
to the FDA concern-
ing dietary compli-
ments was 1,214, and 
included everything 
from headaches to 
deaths. In 200 I , the 
number was 553. The 
figure more than dou-
bled injust one year. 
Now here 's the 
kicker: Manufacturers !; 
and distributors are 
But now, thanks to Cl inton 
and the laziness of the FDA, 
manufacturers and distributors 
do not need to provide any evi-
dence to the FDA that the ir 
products are safe or effective. A 
firm doesn't even have to regis-
ter themselves with the FDA 
before se lling its product. 
not required by law to 
report consumer 
injuries or illnesses 
due to their supple-
ments. If you have a 
problem and com-
plain to the manufacturer, they 
don 't have to tell the FDA if 
they don 't want to. 
It 's the manufacturer's job 
to make sure the product label 
is accurate. They are simply 
trusted not to lie or mislead. 
Nobody watches over their 
shoulder or runs tests. No regu-
lation is done by the adm inis-
tration responsible for regulat-
ing supplements before they rut 
the shelf. 
ufacturers are under no obliga-
tion to prov ide evidence of the 
safety of their products; and the 
FDA isn' t equipped to "ana-
lyze" the supplements. That's 
got to be a tricky task fo r the 
FDA. 
John West/Chronicle 
have been implemented years 
ago. 
"The FDA's proposed rule 
establishing quality standards 
for dietary supplement manufac-
turers is a step in the right direc-
tion," said Bruce Silverglade, 
director of legal affairs for The 
Center for Science in the Public 
Interest in the March 8 art icle in 
the Tribune, "but fa ll s short of 
what is needed to protect the 
public." 
·It's as if the FDA reviews 
and approves nothing anymore 
when it comes to d ietary sup-
plements. 
According to the 
Since the FDA is in the dark 
about what is go ing into these 
pills, consumers with questions 
regarding the ingredients or 
dosage suggest ions of a supple-
ment are supposed to call the 
manufacturer. According to the 
FDA's website, the FDA does 
not have "the resources to ana-
lyze dietary supplements sent to 
the agency by consumers who 
want to know their content." 
DSHEA even requi red manu-
facturers to print their location 
and information on the label , 
The FDA's job begins after 
the products are so ld-after 
consumers get sick, die or 
something else goes wrong. 
Then the FDA jumps in wear-
ing its cape and mighty authori-
ty. 
Department of Health and 
Human Services, one dietary 
manufacturing finn reca lled its 
product after they rea li zed they 
had accidentally mislabeled the 
supplement, which had 10 times 
more ni acin than what is consid-
ered safe. With so many deaths 
and issues emerging late ly con-
cerning ephedra, excess lead 
and other cases, the FDA finally 
made a baby step toward doing 
its j ob. 
The proposed rule will make 
manufacturers say exactly what 
is in their product, but they still 
don't have to prove its safety. 
They sti ll don't have to report 
illnesses or compla ints they 
receive to the FDA. And they 
st ill don't have to prove that 
their product is effect ive. It's the FDA's job to take a 
supplement (iff the market. But 
before a product is restricted 
from the shelves, the FDA must 
find it "unsafe." Then they take 
action to have it removed. Keep 
in mind, however, that the man-
On March 7, the FDA pro-
posed a rule that manufacturers 
must accurately label their prod-
ucts and the amount of each 
ingredient in it. Such an ele-
mentary requirement should 
To be on the safe side, I' m 
going to eat my fruits and veg-
etab les, get plenty of sleep and 
stay away from supplements for 
a whi le. 
Malpractice insurance not doctor's problem 
Sarah LBribee 
Rocky Mountain Collegian 
(V-WIRE) LOS ANGELES- On 
March 13, the House of Representatives 
passed a bill creat ing a nationwide cap for 
malpractice insurance payouts. The bill 
sti ll has to pass in the Senate before it can 
be signed into law. It comes almost imme-
diately after one of the most highly publi-
cized medical mistakes in years-the case 
of 17-year-old Jesica Santillan, whom doc-
tors implanted with a heart and lungs of the 
wrong blood type. The shock caused by 
such an elementary mistake sent her into a 
coma, resulting in irreversible brain dam-
age. 
. It is exactly such cases that draw high 
malpractice payoffs from the insurance 
companies: egregious mistakes that should 
have been caught. 
High payments should deter unquali-
fied physicians from operating. But that is 
clearly not the case. Instead, wealthy doc-
tors treat it merely as a threat to their prof-
its. And the easy way for them to remove 
the threat is to persuade the most wealth-
friendly president in history to screw the 
patients. Again . 
Physicians protest the malpractice pay-
outs because recently their insurance pre-
miums have risen . They say that it will 
drive them out of business and make it 
unprofitable for them to work. They think 
that the government s~ould step in an·d 
institute a limit on what malpractice pay-
ments can be. 
It is true that insurance premiums for 
doctors have gone up . According to the 
Medicare Payment Advisory Commission, 
the congressional committee studying the 
issue, the nationwide average was 11.3 
percent last year. But the increase in health 
insurance premiums for individuals paying 
for their regular medical coverage was 15 
percent. 
This is not a problem for doctors: It is a 
problem of insurance companies. 
As the market of insurance providers 
grew in the early 1990s, companies 
engaged in price wars. Now that the mar-
ket's s ize has stabilized, companies are 
returning their prices to less cutthroat lev-
els. In addition, a s ignificant portion of the 
incomes of such companies comes from 
their investment. As the Physician Insurers 
Association of America admits. in 1995, 
investment was responsible for 47 percent 
of their income. 
Malpractice insurance is not a signifi-
cant cost for doctors . MedPAC has found 
that the average proportional payout for 
insurance today. with these supposedly 
obscenely high premiums, is 3.2 percent of 
thei r business costs-less than they pay for 
office rent. 
The Institute of Medicine, an ann of the 
National Academy of Sciences, has found 
that almost 100,000 people d ie every year 
from medical mistakes. 
Instead of immediately battling a 
patient filing a malpract ice claim, insur-
ance companies should work with lhe 
patient, like pay ing fo r the additional med-
ica l care required without question. 
Such tactics have been proven to 
reduce the li ke lihood that the patient will 
press a larger claim or even fil e su it. If the 
insurance company simply acknowledges a 
mistake was made and pays for the ration-
a l consequences, patients don 't have to go 
to such lengths to try and get their bills 
paid. 
And doctors should realize that their 
enemy in malpractice insurance battles is 
not their patient. 
Physicians are some of the highest-paid 
professionals in the country, but part of the 
decision to become a doctor must be a 
desire to help people. 
Instead of using their political power to 
stack the legal odds against injured 
patients, doctors should take on the insur-
ance companies that are gouging physi-
cians (imd all of us) to make up for bad 
investment dec isions. 
And instead of treating patients killed 
by incompetent medical care as a threat to 
profits , our president, the Honorable 
George W. "My War or the Highway" 
Bush, should use his influence to improve 
medical care for all Americans. 
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SGA tries to get off the 
ground, give them a break 
As the Student Government 
Association treasurer I sincere ly want to 
commend you and your staff on your 
continued coverage ofSGA meetings and 
events. Your support aids us in getting 
the word out about what we are working 
on and the challenges we are facing. 
Thank you. 
As a Columbia student, I wonder how 
an article like the one in last week's 
Chron icle really he lps the student body. 
Instead of highlighting the ambiguity of 
the SGA's future accomplishments, 
would" 't it be better to use such an arti-
cle to motivate students to come to poor-
ly attended SGA events, to share their 
concerns? Ending the article on such a 
low note not only deters new students 
from getting involved, but also makes it 
even harder for SGA to succeed in every· 
thing they are trying to do. 
I appreciate the highlight of such a 
low turn out, but how about some opti· 
mism for a group that is in their first year, 
trying to get the ir feet on the ground, 
while facing all of the administrati ve 
obstacles of Columbia? 
- D. Joey Hager!SGA treasurer 
In defense of Fred Durst 
Your recent rant against celebrit ies 
vo icing their opin ions against the war 
contained two (at least) major blunders. 
First of all, yOlO asserted that "poor Fred 
Durst" committed a "verba l blunder" and 
that he was "barely educated" when he 
used the word "agreeance," a word that 
you maintain does not exist. 
Well, I am happy to inform you that 
according to Jesse Sheidlower, the North 
American principal editor of the Oxford 
English Dictionary, not only is agreeance 
a word, but Fred Durst used it correctly. 
Secondly, I th ink that Ms. Evdoxiadis 
should read Columbia 's mission state· 
ment. It clearly states that "Columbia's 
intent is to educate students who w ill 
communicate creati vely and shape the 
public's perception of issues and events 
and who wi ll author the culture of their 
times ." Is it not our job, as artists, to do . 
just that? Our culture, because it values 
its artists, a llows and expects artists to 
speak out on social/pol itical issues. Most 
of the celebrities that you complained 
about are indeed artists, and speak ing 
about issues that concern all of us is an 
integral part of what make them artists. 
Might I suggest Dr. Joan Erdman's class 
The ArtJst in Society for next fall? 
Your assert ion that celebrities have 
taken a stand against the war because it is 
"cool" is shallow. Your plea that news 
networks put on more " liberal heavy· 
weights" instead of celebs is baseless, 
considering you glean what little you 
obviously know about politics from 
right-wing Jacob in ideologies and web· 
sites such as "Citizens Against Celebrity 
Pundits." 
- Valency Hastings! 
Senior, Graphic Design 
In defense of Fred 
Durst, part 2 
While I generally enjoy your column, 
I did take issue with one aspect of your 
column from last week 's paper. 
Although I am not a (an of Fred 
Durst, you (and, to be fa ir, most of the 
media) are incorrect about his use of the 
word agreeance. In fact, according to the 
Oxford Dictionary, agreeance is a word 
meaning "the act of agreeing." 
Therefore, he not only used a valid 
word, but he used it correctly. 
Similar critiques of his "m isspeak" 
ran in the Sun· Times, The New York 
Post, Salon. com, Variety, as we ll as many 
other respected publicat ions. 
Your column deals w ith celebrities 
hurting the fight against the war in Iraq. 
Calling out Durst 's apparent stupidity 
doesn't do any good for anyone. The peo-
ple Durst could potentially reach with hi s 
message (uneducated as it may be) are 
the kind of people (high schoolers, 
drunken frat boys, etc.) who wi ll likely 
not be reading papers on a daily basis for 
the latest developments w ith Iraq. 
Perhaps, thi s is the first time they've 
heard anyone speak against a potential 
war. 
[ don't think that the people who are 
educating the rest of us should be spend-
ing a large amount of time educating us 
about Fred Durst's grammar proplems. I 
hope that, as quick as you are to jump on 
someone else's flaws, you'll be·will ing to 
adm it your own. 
Keep up the good work. 1'\1 keep 
reading. 
-Patrick Filler/student 
We're not in 
Kansas anymore 
Something I just can't figure out is 
the willingness on the part of all you 
invertebrates to sympathize with savage 
killers who wish you nothing but death . 
From the sound of your arguments, you 
act like terrorism is no longer a risk, that . 
Saddam w ill comply with 1441 and 
dance an Irish j ig with Martin Sheen. The 
fairy tale you live in must be splendid. 
How can you sit back and watch an 
enemy gather and not fight back? If you 
had it your way, we'd show up to the 
gunfight of the century with slingshots 
and paper airplanes! 
How can you- the so called champi-
ons of human rights-be so against a war 
that would kill some, but free millions 
upon millions of people li ving under the 
iron fist of a dictator? And you have the 
audacity to call yourse lves realists and 
The Columbia Chronicle photo poll 
Question: If you could date a cartoon character, whom would you pick? 
.Justin Nge 
Junior/Photography 
Chris Anderson 
Junior/Advertising 
Stefanie Foresta 
SeniorrreIevbion 
Aaron Robinson 
Senior/Grapbic Design 
March 17, 2003 
John WesVChrooide 
progressives-all apologies, but your 
beliefs are borderline ridiculous. 
I wish you all would quit dabbling in 
reality and begin living it. At any time 
you please you're welcome to join the 
rest of us here on Earth. Otherwise, give 
our best to Dorothy and the Scarecrow. 
- Brandon Sarmas/ 
Freshrqan, Journalism 
Commitment and 
passion will payoff 
I read your article about the lack of 
respect your team gets in spite of all the 
awards you received. If it is any consola-
tion, you are not alone. My daughter, 
who now attends Columbia, was the edi· 
tor·in-chief of our community college 
newspaper. By th'e end of her third 
semester at the other school, she was 
very frustrated with the level of criticism 
and lack of contributors. No one wanted 
to participate. 
Apparently when it comes to student 
activities, the newspaper seems to be 
" low man on the totem pole ." Her. grades 
suffered due to her commitment to put· 
ting out a good paper. 
However, it has not stopped her from 
doing what she can to become a good 
journalist . I 'm sure if your staff has the 
same commitment and pass ion for what 
you do, you will continue to reap the 
rewards, in spite of your critics. Good 
luck to each of you with your future 
endeavors. 
-Linda Boermao'iparent 
Stephanie Reye. 
Sophomore/FashioD & Retail 
Management 
"Jc s~ica ' Rabbit. She had 
some curves that didn 't stop." 
"Minnie Mouse." "A laddin. He 's very hot. 
And he' s got a genie and a 
monkey." 
"Betty Boop. That was the 
first woman character that 
was mainstream." 
"Cat woman. I think she 
looks hot in that costume." 
March 17,2003 
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New lifestyle. Same you . 
Affordable Highrise Luxury! Steps From Columbia! • Homey, spacious aparunents with luxury features 
• Floor-to-ceiling windows ' Steps from the Loop, Grant Park, the Lake, Soldier Field, Buckingham Fountain, museums, restaurants 
and the Auditorium Theatre ' Indoor pool, two sundecks, fitness room ' Party room ' 24-hour doorstalf • Laundry facilities · Indoor 
parking • Incredible views . 2 East Eighth St. . Open Monday-Friday, 10-6; Saturday, 11-5; Sunday 12-5. (312) 939-7000. 
Convertibles from $845/mo. One bedrooms from $1040/mo, 1\vo bedrooms from $1340/mo, 1 month free rent for April move-ins. 
Prices and availability subject to change. 
info. il\$lght . optiol'ls. 
THE CAREER CENTER FOR ARTS & MEDIA 
Striving & Thriving as a 
Freelance Magazine Writer 
Monday, March 24 , 2003 
S to8 p.m. 
Cona.ay Multicultural Center 
1104 S. W.b .. " Ave . 
Columbia Colla.e CIIIClCO 
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"Blood is the Fuel ci Life" 
All tIIOIe who ~ ID 
donaIII at Itrf mobile blood drive 
or donor center between 
Marth 1, 3J03tl 
April 30, 3J03 
will b .. lIglb11 to enIIr 
• IIndom cIrIwIng ID win tllil 
2003 Chrysler 8ebrtng Convertible. 
In cooperaUon wHh OalmlerChryaler Corporation 
Call 10 sclledlile vour 3PDOlIllmenl lodav. 
1-SJ1-lIFESIIRCE 
MIrc:h 17, 2003 
AVEDA INSTITUTE 
CHICAGO 
2828 NORTH CLARK STREET 
START FRESH WITH CAREER TRAINING AT AVEDA. 
Step Into a ca reer that rewards your creative talent. and 
recognizes wellness and environmental awareness as 
Important values. Aveda can tra in you toward licensing In 
salon/spa cosmetology and esthetlcs-each a field of pure 
and growing promise. Business skills. retailing knowledge 
and an appreciation for well-being of mind and body round 
out your curriculum for success. Be Inspired. Feel welcomed. 
Call the Awda institute Chlclp ft m.28g.1560. Make. 
chill" today. next CosmetoIosY dlSS startln. AprIl 15, :lOOJ 
and June :l4t :l00J1 
where can you go next 
with aveda? 
Take a break, 
from exams! 
Get birth control without getting nakedl 
Come In for a consultation Ind get birth control without a 
pelvic Ixam. 
And now through the end of March, bring this ad 10 our Loop 
Health Center and receive a frM peck of pi III, N uvlrlng" , 
or a dozen condomsatthttlme ofyourvlsltl (Costofoftlce 
visit not Included) 
Planned Parenthood 
Loop Health Center 
18 S. Michigan Ave. 6th Floor 
Call first for an appointment 
312-592-6700 
rdiil P nned Parenthoocr ~ c: c area 
March 17. 2003 
Posse's posse 
o Off-putting but all-inclusive clowns need a place, too 
By Michael Hlrtzer 
A&E Editor 
On Tuesday. March 18, the Insane 
Clown Posse will perform at the 
Riviera Theatre, 4750 N. Broadway 
S/.. along with Anybody Killa and 2 
Live Crew. Chronicle Arts and 
Entertainment Editor and honorary 
'Jugga/o' Michael Hirtzer immersed 
himself into the clown posse culture 
during the release of their defining 
album. The following is an excerpt of 
his reporting. 
Outside Melrose Park, il L's Dream Reapers haunted house one night in the middle of October, the air fills with a 
strange, orange cloud of cigarette 
smoke and cheap, sticky soda. 
Tonight, the haunted house isn 't the 
mai~ att.raction for most of the peo-
ple In hne; the haunted house is a 
sideshow-merely a truck stop for a 
se lf-professed dark carnival- a car-
nival ~ith no cotton candy, no Tilt-
A-Whirl, no ferris wheel, no popcorn 
and n~ games. This carnival has only 
one thmg: clowns. And hundreds are 
corralled inside metal gates chanting 
"F--- the police, f--- the police" and 
"I-C-P, I-C-P." 
Some apply white and black grease 
paint., but not in the traditional happy 
clown guise. These clowns are devi-
Olls-even scary-looking. Instead of 
round, happy shapes, they paint sharp, 
angular shapes, sort of similar to the 
~Iown from Steven King's book ft, or 
like one of those porcelain clown stat-
ues that don't look so friendly in the 
moonlight. These clowns have black 
eyes, th~ir bat-shaped mouths are dirty, 
and their cuss-laden chants are reach-
ing a fever pitch. 
Off-duty police officers vainly 
attempt to contain the situation, occa-
sionally teaming up to eject a threaten-
ing clown from the line. Several of the 
cops refuse comment, but one could 
be heard saying, "These kids are f--
king idiots." The non-haunting haunt-
ed house employees look frazzled. 
The guests of honor are late. And the 
haunt's haunts are working. A soft-
spoken wolfinan gently clawing the 
cold wind is no match for a loud 
teenage clown with purple hair, wear-
ing parachute pants, a hockey jersey 
and smoking a Newport. 
Some of these clowns, like "Fat" Joe 
~antia, have been patiently waiting 
Since 11 a.m. (Doors were scheduled to 
open at 7 and it's just about 7:30 p.m.) 
They've come for a glimpse and 
maybe a handshake with their messi-
ahs, their patriarchs-the Insane 
Clown Posse, two rap-rockers from 
Insane Clown Posse fans Thugi and Dallas Jones at the Arabian Knights Farms 
barn in Willowbrook, III. 
Detroit. 
Lamantia is a short white man wear-
ing a black leather Psychopath ic 
Records jacket with a backward faded 
black baseball cap covering his long, 
greasy hair. He is not fat, as his 
moniker suggests, although it's safe to 
say that more than a few of these 
clowns are of the portly variety. But 
that doesn't matter here. These ICP fol-
lowers, who call themselves Juggalos, 
are all accepting. Their open-anned, 
come-one, come-all ethos invites any-
one into the Juggalo community. 
" I think. being a Juggalo is more of a 
mind thing than anything. Just take 
everybody for what they're worth. 
Don't place it on how much money 
they have or what they can do for you," 
Lamantia said. '" mean people are 
cool allover. It doesn't matter what 
race they are. Being a Juggalo is just 
being there, and representing." 
When the haunted house doors final-
ly open and the line that's at least 10-
strong and a block long slowly funnels 
through a set of double doors, the 
Juggalos pass around two-liter bottles 
of Faygo-the Detroit-produced bar-
gain soda that is to ICP and the 
Juggalos as Cristal is to Jay-Z and as 
White Castles were to the Beastie 
Boys. But you can't bring Faygo into 
the haunted 
house. One 
group, who 
passes around a 
bottle of their 
favorite Faygo 
flavor, Redpop, 
said Faygo is 
hard to come 
by around here 
and you can 
only find it at a 
few 7-Elevens 
or at a Dollar 
Trade. 
They walk 
past a few vam-
pires, past 
Freddy, past 
Jason, and pas-
before they reach Violent J and Shaggy 
2 Dope, the two members of the ICP, 
toward the back, locked in a cage. 
This is a special moment for the 
JuggaIo>-lO years in the making. Not 
because they get to briefly meet with 
their idols, but because ICP is promot-
ing the sixth and final loker's Card. 
Joker's Cards are special albums seeped 
in ICP myth and lore. This final loker's 
Card is to signify the end of the world. 
As he hands out sampler · CDs, 
Psychopathic Records public relations 
rep Rudy Hi ll, aka Rude Boy, tells me 
my interview with ICP, originally 
scheduled for 6:30 p.m., is rescheduled 
at their Holiday Inn hotel room after 
they leave the haunted house. As I 
wait, I talk with a Juggalo known as 
Faust, a blue-haired 24-year-old car-
penter employed at Chicago 's 
McConnick Place. "You have to 
respect somebody doing their own 
thing," he said. ICP is indeed doing its 
thing. Not many rap groups run the 
haunted house promotional circuit. 
Meanwhile, a midget walks up to 
Eddie, a haunted house employee, and 
whispers in his ear. ICP has left, 
through the back in a black Cadillac. 
I flee to my own car, hurry to the 
nearest CVS to purchase some batter-
ies for my tape recorder, and then wait 
for the call. It comes about a half an 
hour later. Rude Boy politely informs 
me the interview is canceled. 
After all, even clown posses get 
tired. 
Joseph Utsler and Joseph Bruce had rough upbringings, like many 
Juggalos. Both grew up in inner-city 
low-income housing. They were 
picked on in high school and had run-
ins with the authorities. And while they 
will both tell you they are just like 
every other J uggalo, one thing sets 
them apart. They are the Insane Clown 
Posse. 
They started their careers as an 
angry response to all the "haters"-
those who made fun of them for being 
different. for never fitting in. 
A group of Juggalos represenl outside the Dream Reaper'. sibly past 
Haunled House in Melrose Partt, 111. Michael MyelS, See Jueplos, page 26 
j l ' , ··MEA " NT' .. 
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Single File breaks 
theater formality 
By Stephanie Sarto 
Assistant A&E Editor 
Last year at around this 
time, producer Rachel 
Romanski worried that 
Single File wasn't going to 
take off. After doing every-
thing herse lf-from run-
ning promotions to snag-
ging some worthy talent to 
teach at the festival-
Single File was a giant one-
man operat ion. 
"It's a huge job wearing 
all those hats," Romanski 
said. 
To her astonishment, 
Single File has become the 
largest solo festival of its 
kind in North America. 
Performers from Canada 
and the United States flock 
to Chicago to be trained by 
the best-of-the-best in the 
performance industry. The 
fest ival is actually a 10-day 
event complete with perfor-
mances and workshops. 
"The perfonnances run 
the gamut from comedic to 
dramatic; from linear to 
experimental. All are solo 
performances. There wi 11 be 
improvisation and a move-
ment piece or two," 
Romanski said. 
Headlining this festival of 
unique perfonners is Rachel 
Rosenthal and co-instructor 
Tad Coughenour. 
Rosenthal's work has won 
nwnerous awards and she is 
considered a pioneer in the-
ater. She not only incorpo-
rates music, but text., vocals, 
movement, film, lighting and 
other mediwns in her works. 
"When I have a short 
workshop, which is just two 
days, you can just achieve 
so much. What I try to do is 
teach people , through 
improvisation, to access 
their own uniqueness and 
their own creativ ity," 
Rosenthal said. 
"The Rosenthal! 
Coughenour workshop is by 
far the biggest workshop 
we've offered," Romanski 
said. "It's a real honor to 
have them participate in the 
fest ival and a real opportu-
nity for anyone who is look-
ing for a 'breakthrough cre-
at ive experience ... ' 
There are 25 featured per-
formers at the festival 
including Libby Skala from 
New York City who will 
perform "Li lia! ," Sandra 
Battaglia, Keir Cutler and 
Kenan Derson. 
Derson will present "My 
Left Foot," his one-man 
play about his struggle with 
cancer and consequently, 
the loss of his foot at the age 
of 15. Single File prides 
itself on offering workshops 
from the leading perfonners 
in the industry. 
"We strive to have a line-
up as diverse as humans 
are," Romanski said. 
Coughenour will also 
perform his experimental 
piece "The View from 
Skyland Drive." As a per-
fonner who has been in the 
industry for 30 years, 
Coughenour said this festi-
val is a new creative out let 
for him. 
"I'm really excited 
because it marks a big 
change for me. This piece is 
a new direction for me 
because it's all mono-
logues," Coughenour said. 
"So for me to perfonn this 
outside of L. A. for the first 
time is very, very exciting. 
I'm looking to get feedback 
from people there, especial-
ly in a town like Chicago, 
where theater is a well-
regarded art fOnTI." 
Four local venues are 
home to this festival- The 
WNEP Theater, 3209 N. 
Halsted St., the Playground 
Improv Theatre Inc., 334 I 
N. Lincoln Ave., the 
Athenaeum Theatre, 2936 
N. Southport Ave., and The 
Elevated inside the Cherry 
Red Club at 2833 N. 
Sheffield Ave. 
Single File anticipates a 
couple thousand attendees 
at the fest ival. Tickets for 
the perfonnances can be 
purchased at the door, how-
ever, advanced purchase is 
suggested, due to the inti-
mate size of the venues. 
If you are in a creative 
mood and want to get 
involved in any of the work-
shops, there is still time to 
sign up for the Rosenthal 
workshop. The festival runs 
from March \4 through 
March 23. No experience is 
necessary, but an open minCl 
and a willingness to learn 
new art fonns is required. 
"The workshop has been 
taught to teachers, archi-
tects, actors, singers, film-
makers, writers, painters-
all kinds of people," 
Romanski said. 
There is a student discount 
for the workshop; the cost is 
$100. The full cost of the 
workshop is regularly $160. 
Pre-registration is required 
to attend the workshop. 
To sign up for the work-
shop, call (312) 388-180 or 
vis it www.singlefilech ica-
go.com. 
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5t. Patrick's 
Day special 
In an effort to celebrate 
Irish heritage. the Columbia 
Chronicle presents a St. 
Patrick's Day spread high-
lighting different aspects of 
Chicago's favorite holiday. 
first celebrated in the United 
States in 1737. 
Raise a glass 
to the 
Irish past 
By Michael Hlrtzer 
A&E Editor 
Green River, the lemon-lime 
soda. is a fine substitute for the 
actual green river water, which 
no one should be drinking-it 
could cause ser ious health dam-
age. 
And while )' m certain ly not 
condoning corporate fast food, 
McDonald 's Shamrock Shake 
is a delightful and frosty mint 
beverage that wil l have just 
about anyone dreaming of the 
Emerald Isle . 
That's about as deep as the 
nona lcoholic St. Patrick's Day 
drinks go. However, for more 
"festive" beverages, in which 
the "dri nk 'ti l she's Ir ish" 
adage applies, read on. 
If you're li ke me, Miller 
Light doesn ' t cut it-I don't 
care what color it is. It's all 
about good Irish beers, like 
Guinness and Harp, not a sad 
watered-down American beer 
that just happens to be dyed 
green. But if you're hell-bent 
on drinking something green, 
take your Guinness and pour it 
into a green g lass, or be cre-
ative and get a bottle of food-
coloring. 
If you're not the beer-drink-
ing type, there's plenty of other 
options too . Bailey 's Iri sh 
Creme or Jameson's Irish 
Whi sky served over ice are 
both classics. Mix three-fourths 
of each with ice for an Iri sh 
Blessing. 
Other mixed drinks include 
Iri sh Heather (mix two ounces 
Bailey 's, one ounce Amaretto, 
one ounce Kahlua and two 
ounces milk and serve over ice) 
and (ri sh Eyes (mix two ounces 
Green Creme de Menthe, two 
ounces heavy cream and two 
ounces Jameson 's, shake with 
ice a nd serve). 
Since SI. Patrick's Day fall s 
on a Monday, maybe your best 
bet is a traditional Irish coffee, 
wh ich is s imply one cup of cof-
fee , whipped cream and sugar 
(i f you prefer) and one , hot of 
Iri sh whiskey. 
A, alway" you ,hould onl1-
drink alcoholic beverages If 
you' re Over 21 years old and 
you , hould never drink and 
dr ive . It 's al50 important to 
supplement e""h alcoholic bev· 
erage with a Sl... of clean 
water. 
Drink reeipel taken from 
www.uboul.com. 
AIoxKed_ 
Antonia Logue will read during the Fiction Writing Department's Story Weak Fesllval of Writers: In Search of the American Story. which runs 
March 22-28. 
Author embraces Irish in America 
By Michael Hlrtzer 
A&E Editor 
Antonia Logue, native of 
Ireland, revered author of the 
novel Shadow-Box and new full-
time fiction writing faculty mem-
ber, never ate the Irish staple com 
beef and cabbage-at least not 
until two years ago, when she 
was in New York. 
Neither did she celebrate St. 
Patrick ' s Day-that is, until 
recently. 
"[SI. Patrick's Day] was just a 
day off where you went and 
picked up your dry cleaning, 
maybe spent some ti me with 
your kids or fixed the shower," 
Logue, 30, said in an interview 
in her office in the Fiction 
Writing Department. " It was just 
a day off like Labor Day is here. 
Then a ll these Americans started 
arriving, asking 'Where do you 
celebrate St. Patrick's Day? They 
dye the river green in Chicago; 
they have a big parade in New 
York; what do you do here?' 
"Now, in the last five years, 
they have this big f--·-off parade 
with huge floats, Bono [from 
U2]. It's a big deal," she contin-
ued. " But we've realty done it 
because people expected it to be 
even bener in Ireland." 
Wearing a denim shirt, black 
pants with her I ight brown hair 
pulled back, Logue said: 
"There's a lot of differences 
between Irish-Americans and 
Irish. There's pride in being Irish 
here [in America]. You take the 
saint's day and you make it this 
big deal because it's a day to 
announce your identity. Whereas 
at home, you don 't have to 
announce your identity. There's 
no confliction-we're all Iri sh." 
Logue grew up in Ireland's 
County Derry, a small and "com-
pletely uneventful" Catho lic 
fanning community. She began 
her writing career even before 
she g raduated from Trinity 
College in Dublin. 
She worked as a journalist and 
as a "social diarist" for the Irish 
Times before winning acclaim 
for her 1999 novel Shadow-Box, 
a mostly fictional account of the 
life of Jack Johnson, the famous 
black boxer of early 20th centu· 
ry. 
Logue 's book-in-progress, 
entitled Say of What You See in 
the Dark, is about a professional 
gambler in Las Vegas who lost 
part of his family in a bombing 
in Northern Ireland in the 1970s. 
Northern Ireland was once 
the battleground between 
Protestants and Catholics, who 
were both vying for a stake in the 
land. The area has since partially 
settled down due to a peace 
treaty signed in 1999. 
"[Northern Ireland] has been 
written about a lot, but not in a 
way I like," she said. '&1 really 
wanted to write a book that 
showed what those people were 
like-they' re nonnal people; it's 
a nonnal society; it's a nonnal 
world, even though everything is 
so twisted and sick there ." 
The book probably won't be 
published until the spring of 
2004, but Logue might read an 
excerpt during the Fiction 
Writing Department's 7th 
Annual Story Week Festival of 
Writers: In Search of the 
American Story, which runs 
March 22-28. 
Logue will participate in two 
events, both on Thursday, March 
27. The first is part of the 
Conversation with the Authors 
and will include Logue, Junot 
Diaz (Drown), Irvine Welsh 
(Trainspotling) and is hosted by 
Victoria Lautman, literary inter-
viewer for WBEZ-FM and 
WITW-TV. The event will be 
held at 2 p.m. at in the residence 
hall at 731 S. Plymouth Court. 
She will also participate with 
the aforementioned authors in 
the Literary Knoc:kouts event at 
the Metro, 3730 N. Clark St., at 7 
p.m. doors open at 6 p.m. Both 
events are free and open to the 
public. 
Logue said she is excited to be 
a part of Story Week, especially 
for the opportunity to hear the 
rest of the Fiction Writing 
Department, as well as Diaz, who 
Logue said "is on the ball-he's 
just got it." Logue said she is also 
excited to hear Welsh. her new 
Scottish colleague, who she has 
yet to hear read. 
Say 'Slainte' at Chicago's Irish hot spots 
Chicago is host to many Irish pubs and restaurants. In an effort to 
ease your decision of where to spend the St. Patrick's Day holiday 
week, we've compiled a li st of top-notch spots around Chicago where 
you can grab some tasty grub with your Guinness. Arrive early, 
because large crowds are guaranteed. 
Downtown 
Timothy O·Toole·,. 622 N. Fairbanks Court, (312) 642·0700 
Claim to Fame: spicy chicken wings and fajitas 
Fitzer', Pub, 166 E. Superior St .• (312) 787·6000 
Claim to Fame: fish and chips, shepherd 's pie, bangers and mash, 
and Irish breakfast served all day 
Kitty O·She.· •• 720 S. Michig.n Ave .• (312) 922-4400 ext. 4452 
Claim to Fame: shepherd's pie, fish and chips, and lamb stew 
North Side 
Bran. neld· •• 4300 N. Lincoln Ave .• (773) 588·4280 
Claim to Fame: Jack Daniel·, bourbon steak and the Devil"s Tower 
meatloaf, so-called becau.!e it's layered with mashed potatoes and 
vegetable, 
Cbler O·Nelll·. Pub. 3471 N. Ellton Ave .• (773) 473·5263 
Claim to Pame: chicken pot pie. fish and chips, and the Irish 'taple 
of corned beef and cab base 
C.reor •• •• Grlll •• d Pub. 1615 N. Weill St .• (312) 440-0885 
Claim to Fame: bansera and mash. fl'h and chips, .hepherd" pie, 
meatlo.r, chili and &tilled .andwlche. 
Dublin', Bar and Grin. 1030 N. SCat. SC •• (312) 26606340 
Claim to Fame: beef stew, corned beef, burgers and more 
Ginger" Ale Hou,e. 3801 N. Asbland Ave .• (773) 348-2767 
Claim to Fame: fish and chips, shepherd's pie, homemade soup with 
rresh baked bread and salad 
Harrigan'" 2816 N. Halsted St.. (773) 248-5933 
Claim to Fame: barbecue ribs, burgers and steaks 
The Irisb Oak, 3511 N. Clark St .• (773) 935-6669 
Claim to Fame: smoked salmon, shepherd's pie and traditional Irish 
breakfast 
South Side 
Fox', Beverly Pub, 9956 S. Western Ave .• (773) 239-3212 
Claim to Fame: The best thin·crust pizza in the world 
Joe Bailly',. 10854 S. We,tern Ave .• (773) 238-1313 
Cla im to Fame: steak, chicken, pasta, pizza and a large dessert 
se lection 
Suburbs 
B.J. McM.bo.· •• 5432 W. 95th St .• Oak Lawn. (708) 421-3111 
Claim to Fame: handmade hambu'llers, 100 bottled beers and 
almost 24 beers on tap 
McN.lly·, Tradltl ••• 1 Irlsb Pub. III S. Y.rk St .• Elmhurst, 
(630) 941·7100 
Claim to Fame: shepherd's pie, bansers and mash, corned beer 
and cab base, alons with herb-cruated , almon and C~un rlbey. 
steak 
-Compll.d by K. ~nn Zalewski 
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Before Riverdance, there was Trinity 
o Trinity Irish Dance Academy performances push boundries of traditional dance 
By Fernando Dlaz 
Contributing Wri~er ' 
Mark Howard founded the 
Trinity Iri sh Dance Academy in 
1979 in Chicago at the age of 
17. The academy was a training 
ground for what would become 
a world-renowned dance com-
pany and a dri ving global force 
of Irish culture. 
"We liked dancing at local 
parishes, a ll of our locations are 
like families," sa id Maureen 
Gill , who heads public relations 
and marketing for the company. 
"Then it grew into this phenom-
enon when we won the world 
championships. " 
Gill, 25, has a long history 
with the company. Having start-
ed at the age of 4, she studied at 
the academy until high sC.hool , 
when she competed at the World 
Championships of Irish Dance 
in Ireland. Her first trip there 
was when she was 13. She 
stopped competing when she 
was about 16 and now teaches 
several classes while handling 
her other duties. 
The Trinity Academy of Irish 
Dance is the largest such school 
in the Midwest and one of the 
most we ll known in existence, 
Gill sa id. 
"[Howard] has been known to 
push boundaries," G ill said, 
once resulting in disquali fica-
tion at the world championships. 
One year they even performed 
part of thei r piece to a three-
minute segment of music from 
the Blues Brothers. 
According to Gill, th is pen-
chant for enriching the tradition-
al dance is what caused the 
s lapping, c lapping and other 
movements to free up the tradi-
tionally stiff posture of Iri sh 
dancers. The costumes are a 
blend of those from his previous 
work and the Irish tradition-
the female perfo rmers wear di f-
ferent colored kilts. 
The academy trains dancers as 
young as 3- and 4-years-old, 
offers five leve ls of instruction 
including a championship level 
and has locations in Illinois and 
Milwaukee. 
There are two centers in 
Chicago, one in Lakeview at the 
Alphonsus Academy and Center 
forthe Arts, 1439 W. Wellington 
Ave., where they share space 
with other dance groups. The 
other location is on the North 
Side at the Irish-American 
Heritage Center, 4626 N. Knox 
Ave. 
Gill, who teaches at several 
different leve ls, is happy to st ill 
be involved with the academy. 
Joe SaucedalChronicle 
Three members of the Trinity Irish Dancer Academy practice at the Irish American Heritage Center, 4626 N. 
Kno~Ave. 
"This is something that I did 
my entire life and being able to 
pass it on to another generation 
is wonderful," she sa id. 
explosion of interest during the 
early 1990s. Following one of 
their first triumphs at tht. world 
championships in Ireland, 
Johnny Carson invited them to 
perform on the "Tonight Show," 
which led to a series of other 
performances. 
It was then that another 
Chicago native, Michael Flatley, 
joined the movement and devel-
oped his own version of Irish 
dancing called "River-dance," 
which incorporated many ele-
ments Howard had been perfect-
ing into a more entertaining fla-
vor of the art, Gill said. 
These days, the Trinity com-
pany is focused solely on per-
formances, while students of the 
academy train for a number of 
different competitions on the 
local , regional, national and 
world level, the latter of which 
is "the Olympics of Irish danc-
ing," held annually in Ire land, 
Gill said. 
The company has continued 
its pursuit of evolving Irish 
dancing in ways that incorporate 
other cultural and dance aesthet-
ics. Currently on a national tour, 
their show ranges from tradi-
tional Irish dancing to an updat-
ed equivalent that draws on 
Howard 's, as well as other 
accomplished choreographers' 
styles. 
Shawn Curran incorporated 
Read anything 
lately? 
(besides this ad) 
THE 
CHRONICLE 
wants your 
Boo k 
Revi ews 
Call the Publi s hing Lab 
(112) 344 - 8 043 
Third Generation - Same Family Ownership 
312 -427-5580 - 24 Hour Fax: 312-427- 1898 
www.central -camera.com - email: sales@centra l-camera.com 
@8:30AM,6 a Week 
Central Camera 
Has DIgItal! 
For 104 Years, Central Camera Has Been The One Stop 
Source For All Your " Traditional " Photographic Needs .. 
• • • Now We Are Your One Stop Source For All Your Digital Photographic Needs 
We Stock: 
• Digital Cameras 
• Storage Media 
- CompactFlash 
- MemoryStick 
- MultiMedia 
- SmartMedia 
- SecureDigital 
-XD 
• Card Readers 
• For The Digital Darkroom 
- Pinters 
• Epson Inkjet 
• Kodak & Olympus Dye Sublimation 
- Inks for Epson Pinters 
- Inkjet Paper 
• Bergger • Epson 
• Ilford • Konica 
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COLUMBIA CHRONICLE INVITE YOU AND A GUEST TO A SPECIAL ADVANCE SCREENING! 
Stop by the Chronicle Office (Room 205, Wabash Building) 
and pick up a complimentary pass to attend a special showing of 
VIEW FROM THE TOP 
on Thursday, March 20th at the AMC River East 21 Theater. 
Passes are available while supplies last on a first-come, first-served basis. One pass per person. 
No purchase necessary. Employees of all promotional partners, their agencies, and those who have 
received a pass within the last 90 days are not eligible. 
IN THEATERS FRIDAY, MARCH 21 ST! 
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Weekly Horoscope (March 17-23) 
Family follies for Geminis 
By Lasha Seniuk 
Tribune News Service 
Back by popylar demand. 
Aries (Marcb 2 I- April 20) 
Ear ly this week, group discussions 
reveal private information. Past relation-
ships, outdated promjs~s or ongoing loyal-
ties may be accented. As yesterday's soc ial 
or romantic alliances come sharply into 
focus, expect t(\ witness rare or oddly flip-
pant behavior from a close friend. Listen, 
learn and reserve judgment. Shared infor-
mation will bring valuable insights. After 
Friday. ask for key social or family deci-
sions. Friends and lovers will welcome 
fresh ideas and emotional change. 
Taurus (April21-May 20) 
Private flirtations may soon become 
common knowledge. Before midweek, 
expect social and.romantic relationships to 
be compl icated by publ ic announcements 
or new social alliances. In the coming 
weeks, scattered ideas and disjointed 
promises are ongoing themes. Don't 
expect obvious or reliable displays of 
affection. Later this week, avoid impulse 
spending or new debt. Financial announce-
ments, home expenses or costly repairs 
may soon require quick responses. 
Gemini (May 21-June 21) 
Family messages and late social 
announcements may be irritating this 
week. Watch for loved ones to provide 
vague explanations of canceled plans or 
broken promises. Remain philosophical 
and expect progress in family or social 
relations to be stalled. After Wednesday, 
positive financial news ·is on the agenda. 
Expect bus iness or money restrictions to 
be postponed. Avoid new documents until 
later next week, however. New contracts 
may be complex or poorly defined. 
Cancer (June 22-July 22) 
Romantic invitations are · difficult to 
res istthis week. Watch for close friends or 
ne , lovers to provide exciting moments 
ana new social outlets. This is a strong 
time for lett ing go of past differences or 
ending a phase of boredom. Accept all cre-
ative proposals and new overtures of affec-
tion. After Friday, some Cancerians will 
benefit from a revised exercise or dietary 
regime. Respond quickly to changing 
energy patterns. The body has a wisdom 
that deserves respect. 
Leo (Ju ly 23--Aug. 22) 
Rental agreements, property contracts 
and large purchases may be more compli-
cated than necessary. Over the next few 
days, expect authority figures or financial 
advisers to be focused on small detai ls and 
short-tenn gains. Trust your instincts. New 
purchases will eventually prove worth-
while. After midweek, romantic overtures 
are delightfully revealing. Expect a new 
friend or lover to express his or her affec-
tions, emot ional needs and long-term 
goals. 
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) 
Social and business discussions bring 
posit ive results. Before midweek, expect 
long-tenn fr iends or colleagues to accept 
your ideas, promises and comments. 
Remain detennined. Over the next three 
days, others will search out your ability to 
see to the heart of complex matters. Late 
Thursday, viv id dreams or sudden intu-
itions may be startling. Watch for valuable 
insights concerning family relations, 
revised social promises and new romantic 
attractions. 
Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 23) 
Yesterday's family promises and home 
projects require attention. Early Tuesday, 
watch for loved OMS or roommates to mis-
understand your intentions, schedule or 
family commitments. Over the next two 
days, minor home disruptions will rapid ly 
escalate. Make sure new ideas are clearly 
defined and openly discussed. After 
Friday, romantic choices are confusing. 
Long-tenn commitment versus short-tenn 
flirtation may be a strong theme. Avoid 
controversy, if poss ible. 
Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21) 
Social and romantic intrigues are ongo-
ing themes this week. Watch for friends 
and lovers ~o discuss the private lives of 
mutual friends or relatives. Remain quiet-
ly detached. This is not the right time to 
admit detailed involvement in complex 
social relationships or emotional triangles. 
Privacy is best respected: listen to your 
instincts. Early this weekend new purchas-
es may prove disappointing. Opt for 
patience and consideration and avoid 
small debts. 
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) 
Business proposals are promising, but 
incomplete this week. Watch for a friend 
or colleague to issue rare invitations into 
the technological or communications 
industries. Thoroughly explore all new 
proposals, but expect little progress. At 
present, decisive action and va lid docu-
ments wi ll not be forthcoming. After 
Friday, a friend or relative may anxiously 
address postponed family or home deci-
sions. Provide reliable dates and social 
infonnation. Emotional expectations are 
high. 
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 20) . 
Before midweek, quick flashes of wis-
dom are vivid and accurate. Private 
romantic motives may be revealed through 
unusual group events or repeated social 
situations. Remain open to fast impres-
sions from colleagues or friends. After 
Friday, avoid late-arriving employment 
duties or unexpected financial risk. 
Business ventures require careful planning 
and detailed revisions. Refuse to feel pres-
sured by new ideas, fast decisions or con-
troversial team assignments. 
Aquarius (Jan. 21-Feb. 19) 
Loved ones may ask for more attention 
than is necessary this week. Expect close 
friends and lovers to be emotionally vul-
nerable or highly focused on past social 
events. Temporari ly indulge private senti-
ments, but also set clear limits. This is not 
a good time to be drawn back into outdat-
ed emotional history. After midweek, a 
business idea or new career venture may 
require group diSCUSSion or special 
approval. Remain si lent. Work assign-
ments are politically complex. 
Pisces (Feb. 21l--March 20) 
Postpone outstanding business or finan-
cial decisions, if possible. Over the next 
eight days, your role in workplace negoti-
ations will be unclear. Many Pisceans wi ll 
soon struggle to begin an important career 
venture or employment project. By m id-
April all will be pennanently set in 
motion, so not to worry. Remain patient, 
however, and gather useful infonnation or 
valid facts. Positive gains will eventually 
be revealed. 
If your birthday is this week ... 
Ask loved ones for vital home or roman-
tic decisions before early June. Over the 
next nine weeks, complex emotional dif-
ferences may rise to the surface of long-
term relationships. No ser ious conse-
quences are likely, but expect minor di s-
agreements involving finances, fami ly 
obligations and traditional roles. After 
mid-June, all works to your advantage. 
Stay focused and expect loved ones to pro-
vide reliable plans. Late this summer, busi- . 
ness partners or colleagues may challenge 
your expertise and workplace· influence. 
Don't be unnerved. By mid-September 
authority figures will announce key pro-
motions or new job t itles. 
,get--fiStedl 
r------------------~ have an opening? 
poetry reading? 
book signing? 
then get your 
event listed in 
the AU section. 
e-mail your queries to 
eventcalend&rOcolum.edu 
or fill out a form online 
at columb1achron1cle.com 
I (oh, and it's free.) 
._------------------
STUDENTS SAVE 25% ON TICKETS* 
,.,.... 
aD 
HUBBARD STREET 
DANCE CHICAGO 
JIM VINCENT, ARTISTIC DIRECTOR 
25 Years of Bold Moves 
March 25 - April 13 
Ford Center for t he Performing Arts, Orienta l Theatre, 24 West Randolph Street 
This year's milestone 25th Anniversary Spring Engagement features captivating premieres and classic 
HSDC favorites. Each of the three unique progr.ams offers a dynamic mix of repertoire sure to inspire. 
intrigue and captivate you. Tickets start at ~25. 
0fflc:1.U 25th Annlve,UfJ Sea"," SponIOl'I 
• MUl l be purchased at box olfll;" and acc:ompanled by a student ID. Some restrictions apply. 
3 e lectrifying premieres 
3 enthralling programs 
3 explosive weeks of Hubbard Street old and new 
It's easy to order: 
ticketmaster.com or 312.902.1400 
hubbardstreetdance.com 
Visit a;,y Broadway In Chicago Box Office (CaIl312.977 .I700 lor 
locations and times), Ticketmaster outlets. or Hot Tlx locations. 
Group Sales. Save up to 20% on groups 0120 or more. Restrictions 
apply. Please call 312.977 .1710. 
1OD0J,n'a1O.1l£~...m; ,.. 
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MeA exhibit highlights question of 'War' 
By Ana Hrlstova 
Staff Writer 
With the possibility of war hanging over everyone's head 
like a dark cloud, it seems like more than a coincidence that 
"War (What Is It Good For'?)," an exhibit featuring several 
artists ' response to militarism is now on display at the 
Museum of Contemporary Art. 
"The idea for the exhibition obviously came out of the cur-
rent situation that we have been facing for the last two years," 
said Michael Rooks, the curator of the show who has gath-
ered some of the war pieces from the musewn's pennanent 
collection. 
'" started thinking: 'How do we address that? How have 
artists addressed that in the past?' In our collection we have 
many artists who have used war as a subject to address their 
concerns and offer their critique of militarism," Rooks said. 
The exhibition featwes work created by artists from 
around the world over the last 63 years, covering subjects 
fTom the Trojan War to the terrorist attacks on 9111 . 
"Not many artists I know approach war from the point of 
view that is not critica1 of militarism," Rooks said. "The work 
that I chose is intended to invite discussion, thought .and 
reflection that is oot offered in the med.ia We don't hear a lot 
of discussion other than from the [U.S.] State Department. 
Artists have always been the symooHc representatives of crit-
ical cultural conscioosness and that is what a lot of this work 
represents." 
Rooks arranged the exhibition thematically. The fin! part 
represents the military and civilian casualties. The second 
part is a meditation and reflection on the broader implications 
of war. As visrwrs move into the show, they see another 
aspect; the activists' way of addressing war. In the next 
gallery-pieces exhibiting horrible violence that are still aes-
thetically pleasing from afar. The last part of the exhibition is 
a swnmary or as Rooks said "a bridging of generations." 
The show has generated a·lot of interest, especially among 
students. The MCA administration admits that students visit 
the museum a1l the time and attributes the heavy attendance 
of the "War (What Is It Good For'?)" exhibition to the fact that 
other gallery space has been closed over the last months. 
''1be exhibit is awesome, there is a lot of contemporary 
stuff that I haven't seen," said Emily Leishman, a student at 
Snow College in Ephram, Utah. "It is very real and portrays 
war very well. I'm from Utah and to come here to Chicago, 
it gives me a different feel. 
"I felt a little bit sheltered from the whole war thing and so 
Photo courtesy of MeA 
for me to come in here," she added. " It really scares me to 
bring children into the world and to be a mother and maybe 
to have my hmband lost at war," 
Counney Link, a University of Illinois at Chicago studen~ 
said she was imJJ=Sed by Barbara Hammer's short film Our 
Grief;" Not a Cry for War featuring a group of activists 
protesting a military reprisal in Afghanistan after 9/11. 
"I really like the exhibit. It gives you a perspective," Link 
said "At a time of war, like right now, it givcsyou more real· 
ization of what would take place if we did go to war, the con-
sequences. It doesn't seem that very many people are think-
ing about the lives that it would cost." 
Addressing speculation that "War (What Is It Good For'?)" 
was moved forward because of the pending war with 1nIq, 
Rooks said the MCA plans exhibitions within a year or year 
and a half He didn't know what the time fiatne for the "War 
(What Is It Good For'?)" show was, but admits he didn't 
expect it to be that soon. 
''That happens often actually," he said. "Some exhibitions 
have to be pushed back or moved forward. It keeps us on our . 
toes. You have to be flexible." 
"War (What Is It Good For?)" runs through May 18 at the 
Museum of ConJemporary An. 220 E. Chicago Ave. For 
more information. call the MCA at (312)-280-2660. 
"f 7~ ill tie SMd .too!' .u.a 19!! 
flo" 114 '" .. t;w.t 7_ ~I 
Open late hours 
7 days a week · 
Sunday-Friday till 4 AM 
Saturdays till 5 AM 
World Famous Buffalo Wings 
Featuring 12 Beers on Tap 
'Mercenarie. I, 1979' by Leon Golub i. one of the pictur .. at the 'War (What Is It Good For?), MeA ... hiblt. 
312-427 -2787 
I lOVE YOU, 
YOU'RE PERFECT, 
Now CHANGE 
The Hilarious Hit Musi(al 
~Riotously funny. A 
laugh-filled treat'" 
• Daily Southtown 
~{Ie"er. Zany. 
The (ast (ould 
not be better'" 
• Chicago Sun-Times 
C-~W1f C-V1i ~\.AW1W1e-~ JOl-?'e> 
Spend the SUR1R1er 
changin~ a child's 
perspective of the 
",,«»rld _ 
Now hiring a Video Specialist: 
Bring your talent and experience to Camp Chi 
this summer. Teach kids ages 9 to 16 the creative 
and technical aspects of video production. Chi's 
professional studios are set in a fun, camp 
environment that inspires creative work . 
o Produce and edit camper videos 
• Train campers in camera operation, 
editing, sound, storyboarding, lighting, . 
production and special eHects 
Apply on-line at www.campchi.com or , 
call 847.272.2301 to request an application 4tl. 
Camp Chris the cooed overnight camp of the JCCs of Chicago located 
In the Wisconsin Dells. Camp runs from mid June-mid August. . CHI 
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Great salary I Cool people I Unbeatable experience 
Tromatic 
film festival 
o 'Toxic Avenger IV,' in all Its gore, premieres in Chicago 
By Michael Hirtzer 
A&E Editor 
Tromathon Film Fest iva l, to be he ld March 21 and 
22 at the Biograph Theater, 2433 N. Lincoln Ave. 
There's no movie qu ite like a B-movie and 
there's no B-movie quite li ke a Troma movie . 
The festiva l wi ll include the Chicago premiere 
of Troma fi lms: Terror Firmer, Cannibal the 
Musical and Citizen roxie: The Toxic Avenger IV. 
Troma fi lms are categorized by their low·tech 
look and their excessive nudity and violence, all 
built around tongue- in-cheek, yet mora l story 
lines . 
"Troma is the upstart of the .independent film 
community," sa id Rusty Nails, founder of the 
Movieside Film Festival. In light of this and 
because "noma's pretty fun," Na il s organized the Toxie, the star of all the Toxic Avenger fi lms, is 
Photo courtesy of Troma Films 
The Toxic Avenger became so popular that a comic-book series, toys, a cartoon called 'The Toxic Crusaders/ 
and appearances in the media quickly followed. 
SEE THIS SHOW!" 
-E! Entertainment News 
STARTING MARCH 16 -
SUNDAY PERFORMANCES AT 1,4+7! 
BLUE 
MAN 
GROUP 
SHOW SCHEDULE 
W ed+Thu Bpm 
Fri 7+10pm, Sat 4,7+10pm 
Sunday 4+7pm 
Schedule .ubJect to change . 
CONTACTINFORnAATION 
Box Office 773 .348.4000 
~ 312.902.1500 
ticketmaster.com 
Group Sales 773.348.3300 
BRIAR STREET THEATRE 3133 North Halsted Chicago 
1.BOO.BLUEMAN blueman.com 
Student Rush Tickets may be purchased at the box office with a valid student JD 2 hours before show time. 
2 tickets per 10. Subject to aV8ilability~ C ZOOJ .... MM 1'faducNno. ..... 
Photo courtesy of Troma Films 
Expect lloyd Kaufman, director of 'Citizen Toxie: The Toxic Avenger IV' 
and president of Troma films, to make an appearance at the Tromathon 
Film Festival. 
the most-widely known of the 
Troma characters. Toxie was 
once a normal janitor named 
Melvin, unti l he dove out of a 
window into a large vat of toxic 
waste, transforming him into "a 
hideously deformed hero of 
super human size and strength." 
Toxie is the creat ion ofTroma 
pres ident and director Lloyd 
Kaufman. Kaufman, who wi ll 
make an appearance at 
Tromathon, "is sort of a low-
budget P.T. Barnum," Na ils 
sa id. "You don't really see peo-
ple like him so much anymore." 
Citizen Toxie is the story of 
Toxie's ascent into the ranks of 
big-time superheroes. 
"In all the Toxie movies there 
is a progression," Kaufman 
wrote in an e-mail interview. " In 
the first one he was just a nerd 
and had to get use to his new-
found powers. In the second one 
he had to face his dad and do 
some growing up . In the third 
one, he got a job and turned into 
a yuppie . That didn't quite work 
out, so in Citizen roxie, which is 
the first Toxie movie in 10 
years, Toxie has grown a bit 
older and has established him-
se lf as a powerful superhero ." 
Troma films are not for the 
faint of heart. Heavy on sin and 
gore, the films are favored by 
camp fans . 
Kaufman, who was in 
Germany at the Weekend of 
Fear Film Festival, wrote: " I 
find it hard to be lieve that we 
have as many fans as we do. I 
guess it may have something to 
do with all that subliminal mes-
saging we put into our films. 
(HA IL SATAN)." 
He added, "You may be dis-
gusted by Tromeo and Juliet or 
laughing hysterica lly at Citizen 
roxie. You may love Terror 
Firmer or you may hate Class 0/ 
Nuke 'Em High. But one thing is 
for sure, you wi ll never forget 
your Troma experience." 
Nails, who likens Troma pic-
tures to the camp films of 
William Castle , director of The 
Tingler and the original l3 
Ghosts, said he wanted to give 
recognition to Kaufman 's " fun, 
crazy, horror, exploitation" films 
because no one's really making 
B-movies anymore. 
The first anniversary of 
Movieside Festival, held in 
early December, ' included a 
sc reening of Polyester and an 
appearance by its director, John 
Waters. 
This festival wi ll also include 
concerts by the bands Dr. 
Killbot, No Room in Hell and 
TUSK, as we ll as dozens of film 
shorts. 
For more in/ormation visil 
www . rnovieside . new eye-
films. com. 
26 Arts '" entertainment 
J ugga los 
Continued from Page 19 
Originally a trio called the Inner 
City Posse. they put Qut thei r first 
record, entitled Dog Beals in 1991 . 
Short ly after Bruce (aka Violent J) 
had an epiphany. 
One night, th~ "spirit of the dark 
carni val" visited him in his dreams 
and instructed him to spread six 
spec ial messages through records 
dubbed Joker's Cards. Those who 
followed the messages and thus the 
messengers would be judged. 
Those worthy would spend eterni-
ty in Shangri-la (Shangri-la, part 
one of The Wraith was released 
Nov. 5, 2002); those unworthy 
would be bound to he~ 's pit (The 
Wraith. Part II: Hell's Pit is set for 
release in late 2003). 
" When we first started wearing 
clown makeup and all that good s-
--, it 's like everybody would just 
tell us 'you ain't ganna sell no 
records, look at you, you wear 
clown paint. You guys jump 
around like a couple o f retards, '" 
VlSler, aka Shaggy 2 Dope, said in 
an interview onc winter afternoon. 
"And like now, not Jugga los or 
anything like that, but haters in 
general, are like ' Th.at 's the only 
reason you sell records now is 
because you wear the face paint , 
and a ll that's just a big gim mick.' 
But it's not a big gimmick. Just 
like I said, when we started IO 
years ago, we didn ' t know what to 
expect, we were jumping around 
on stage \'Iearing clown makeup, 
you know what I' m saying?" 
Early on, the dark carnival was 
small . "It felt right but it sucked 
because we would be driving 
around in cargo vans trying to do 
sho ws fo r 10 people in St . 
Louis," Uts ler said . Now there 
are we ll ove r a million Juggalos 
scattered throughout the world, 
according to Psychopathic 
Records Pres ident Alex Abbiss. 
It smells of horses and vanilla smoke at Willowbrook, Ill. 's 
Arabian Knights Fanns bam, an 
eq uestrian education fac ility by 
day, sqwire-<!ance club by night. A 
row of about 50 folding chairs 
frames the dirt dance floor directly 
in fTont of the stage, currently 
occupied by a 19-year-old rapper 
named Trixy Doll. It 's her first solo 
perfonnance. She's in the middle 
of a sound check. 
On the floor, a group of about 25 
Juggalos gather in a large circle. 
This is the core of Chicago 
Juggalos, they tell me; a great 
microcosm of the Juggalo commu-
nity. and properly so--Chicago is 
Psychopathic Records' no. I mar-
ket. "Chicago has been no. I clown 
town for years now," one Juggalo 
said. 
Dallas Jones, a Chicago Juggalo, 
introduces me around. There's 
Thugi, who shows me the Chicago 
Jugsalo handshake . There's 2 
Drunk, a backyard wrestling 
Juggalo who works at UPS; Iggy, 
one of the few Indian Juggalos and 
of course, "Fat" Joe Lamantia, 
wearing his black leather jacket. 
"You just have to listen to the 
music w ith an open mind, and I 
don ' t think a lot of people do. It's 
not for everybody. And we' re not 
going to push it on anyone who 
doesn' t like it,'" Lamantia said . 
"Just because the music is violent 
doesn't mean the people are going 
to be violent. People said Black 
Sabbath was Satan. Now Ozzy 
[Osbourne] does his own televi-
sion show on MTV." 
Jones was never accepted in high school. "Growing up I was the 
outcast, because 1 was this fat kid 
and plus I had ADD. I would do 
things like do my homework and 
not tum it in. I'm not a good-look-
ing guy, so girls would always f-
with me," he said. 
"I tried all kinds of di fferent 
things," he added. " I used to be a 
gangbanger. I used to carry a gun 
around in school. I used to do 
stupid stuff li ke that all the time. 
It got to the point where it's not 
even worth it and I' m not goi ng 
to try and be w hat everyone e lse 
wants me to be." 
The same could be said of 
Gabriel " Yoshi" Sanchez. Before 
he became a Juggalo, he had 
trouble fitting in and after he 
became a Juggalo he lost some of 
the fr iends he did have. He said 
they didn ' t understand. 
Jones and Sanchez are both 
stocky guys over 6 feet tall. One 
fateful afternoon, their paths 
crossed. Sanchez picked a fight 
with a long-time bully. Sanchez 
punched the bully. The bully's 
older brother hit Sanchez in the 
baek of the head with a padlock. A 
friend of Sanchez's s lipped him a 
knife. Sanchez ran after the older 
brother who ran to Jones' defense. 
YOU'VE NEVER 
PLAYED SOLDIER 
LIKE THIS BEFORE 
* * * * * Visi t your local Army recruiting station for the chance 
to be a Soldier for a day. It's the perfect way to try the 
Army on for size. And check out over 180 ways you can 
become AN ARMY OF ONE. 
> > LOCATION: N. Clybourn Recruiting 
Station 
1239 N. Clybourn 
Chicago, lL 
> > DATE: WED, MAR 26 
> > CONTACT: N. Clybourn Recruiting 
Station 
312-202-0430 
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It was a showdown. They shared 
.harsh words. (t would have gotten 
ugly, Sanchez said, but the police 
showed up. 
~oon after one of their mutual 
~ends died. They let bygones 
be bygones. Time passed .. 
"One day in the high school 
cafeteria, Dallas comes running up 
to me . I' m like 'This dude's going 
to attack me now after all this?' 
And he was like 'Where'd you get 
that hat? '- I was wearing [an ICP] 
baseball cap-<md I'm like ' I got it 
at the mall. Wait, you like ICPT 
And he was like 'Yeah, I' ve been 
down with them since [1995 's] 
Riddlebox.' From there on we were 
best mends," Sanchez said. 
From there on, they were out-
casts together. "He's like my broth-
er," Jones said. 
Sanchez said, "Me and Dallas 
used to just paint up and go out. 
But we would get thrown out of 
places." 
Vtsler said, "Every Juggalo has 
had some kind of bull in life, not 
no crybaby s---, but some serious 
s---." 
Back at the bam, Trixy Doll has 
finished her first solo perfonnance. 
A pretty and petite brunette with . 
short hair, she is wearing a large 
red sweatshirt and blue jeans. 
Trixy's style is similar to ICP's. 
She said her gimmick is that of a 
doll that's been left alone for too 
long and is ''pissed off" She said 
she probably wouldn' t be making 
music if it weren' t for ICP. 
When I first called her, she 
politely declined an interview, say-
ing she was going to a restaurant. . 
After all, even pissed-off dolls 
take their moms to Cafe Borgia for 
a birthday dinner. 
'AlIlen I finally get her on the 
... phone after she was napping 
after work, she briefly tells me her 
story. Her real name is Gina Lynn 
and like most JuggaIos, she was an 
outcast in high school. She said she 
was already painting her face white 
and wearing all black before 
Marilyn Manson hit it big. She was 
"way 100 much for everybody." She 
said, "Everybody was like ' What 
the hell is this? What are you listen-
ing toT" She said she has always 
loved the wicked aspeet of it alf--
"the blood and guts and stuff. 
"The main common theme 
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Tho objects of the Juggalo.' lffectlons: VIoI.nt J and Shaggy 2 Dope of 
tho Insane Clown Po •••• 
would be that Juggalos have never 
fit in. I never, ever, met a Juggalo 
that was popular," sbe said. "They 
a ll grew up and wen: like fat kids, 
or they were ugly, or they were just 
weird and no one really wanted to 
talk to them." 
But how much of the Juggalos' community . is genuine, and 
how much of it is the result of 
tried-and-tested marketing tech-
niques? 
Aside from various versions of 
each of their a lbwns, "rare" singles 
and collectibles, ICP offers scores 
of clothing, posters, garnes, 
lighters, dolls, backpacks, key 
chains and other items-not to 
mention their forays into the film 
and wrestling industries. 
Jim DeRogatis, Chicago SWl-
limes rock critic, author and c0-
host of WXRT's "SoWld 
Opinions," said, " ICP's well-ctaft-
ed and very entertaining shtick" is a 
"a pop-culture, silly phenomenon. 
"In their saner, less obnoxious 
moments, even the . most avid 
Juggalo wi ll admit that as a band, 
they're pretty much irrelevant as a 
force to be taken seriously in hiJr 
hop," DeRogatis said . • 
He added, "You got to give them 
their props for single-handedly 
revitalizing [Faygo] soda." 
The Faygo Corporation refuses 
to embrace the Juggalo culture-
several attempts to contact Grace 
Keen, Faygo's spokeswoman at 
National Beverage were unsuc-
cessful-but the JuggaJos continue · 
to embrace it. 
VlSler said, "Faygo hates us 
because they' re a so-called filrnily 
product. Juggalos are all family, 
why can' t we be down?" 
Now that the final Joker's Cards 
. have been either released or slated 
for release, ICP's future is up in the 
air, but Abbiss said Bruce and 
Utsler are happier nOw than ever. 
In most of their interviews they 
can be heard saying, "It's raining 
diamonds allover my fuce." 
The results thus fur have been 
positive. "There's been a lot [of 
new kids] s ince The Wraith has 
dropped," Lamantia said. 
When you take away the cuss 
words and the Faygo tossing, 
you' ll find a group of misunder-
stood people who truly find a sense 
of place, community and reason 
within the Juggalo commWlity. 
Jones said, " It's that kind of 
family mentality that stems from 
all of thi •. All of this has bettered 
myselften-fold. 
'"There's pride in community. 
Whether that community is some 
intensely avant-garde art-jazz kind 
of thing, or the Insane Clown 
Posse," DeRogatis said. 
And ICP is not going anywhere. 
"Some 5- will never change. We 
ain' t never going to drop no Faygo; 
we ain' t never taking the face paint 
off; we ain't never going to stop the 
wicked 5-." Utsler said. 
"Our Juggall> family is getting 
bigger because our Juggalos 
should be having baby J.uggalos 
now, which is swprising in itself," 
Abbiss said. , 
Back at the haunted house, 
Lamantia sits center court sur-
roWlded by a group of younger 
Juggalos and waxes positive. Right 
before he gel3 back in line for 
another trip through the haWlted 
house be said, "Most people don't 
know this, but we're smart. 
There's going to be Juggalo judges 
and Juggalo doctors and Juggalo 
lawyers." 
Discover how readers like Stella are improving 
their lives by read ing Science and Health. 
Attend a 'Spirituality and Healing' WORKSHOP. 
Transitions BookPlace 
Tuesday, March 25, 7pm 
1000 W. North Ave .. Chicago 
RADIO INTERVIEW wlrll rll_ WORKSHOP SPEAKER 
Sunday, Marcil 23, 7am /If 'OS.'FM 
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Book, Paper revived for presentation 
By Usa Skoczen 
Staff Writer 
There's more to a book than 
meets the eye. Each page of paper 
is made of cellulose pulp that 
comes from wood, rags, and cer-
tain grasses. It sounds like a pretty 
basic process with not much left to 
the imagination. On the contrary, 
paper can be an art fonn. 
Columbia's Center for Book and 
Paper Arts. 1104 S. Wabash Ave .• 
is hosting "Hamady's 
ProbJems ... Solutions" exhibit, 
through April 19. 
Cred ited as a founder of the 
modern U.S. book and paper 
arts movement, Walter Hamady 
is a typographer, papermaker 
and book artist. He was a pro-
fessor in the University of 
Wisconsin-Mad ison's Art 
Department for 30 years before 
his ret irement in 1996. 
Hamady is also the creator 
and proprietor of Perishable 
Press, started in 1964, and h-as 
published more than 120 hand-
made books. 
Collaborat ing with more 
than 80 writers and illustrators 
Graduat •• tud.nt Nick Alvarez ch.ck. out the ·Hamady·. 
Probl.m . ... Solutions· exhibit at the C.nter lor Book and Paper 
Arts wltich runs through April 19. 
like Allen Ginsberg and John Wilde. his lim-
ited-edit ion books are held in various collec-
tions of fine printing and book design 
throughout the world. The exhibit includes 
Hamady's eccentric and artistic homemade 
books, box constructions , and three decades 
of his students' pieces. 
Hamady is known fo r his sat irical and 
eccentric series of books called Gabberjabbs. 
The Gabberjabbs series is a parody of the for-
mal and dull conception of a book's creation. 
Bill Drendel, the director of Columbia's 
Center for Book and Paper Arts said, 
"Hamady's work is very unusual and creative. 
It 's really ingenious." 
The first Gabberjabbs was his 61 st letter-
pres~ book .entitled Interminable Gabberjabbs 
published In 1973 . It was handset in print 
Sabon-Antiqua and printed in six ink colors 
o~ Shadwe~1 paper; The books contents paid 
tnbute to hiS farm m Mount Horeb, Wis., and 
the scenic Blue Mounds region. 
Also on display is the For the Hundredth 
7ime. Gabberjabbs No. 5 (198 1). handset in 
Gills San and Bifur typography. The theme of 
No.5 is Mother's Day in appreciation of his 
mother and wife. The book was produced using 
machine stitching, thumb printing, tearing, die 
cuts, rubber stamps, and grommeting. 
Travelling, Gabberjabbs No.7, was created 
in 1996 and is comprised of passports, maps, 
and wacky sketches of his trave ls around the 
world. Though Gabberjabbs are oddly con-
structed and published with Hamady's spacey 
and random thoughts it's sti ll one of 
Hamady's must-see series of art pieces. 
The TWelve Months. published in 1992. is a 
child-oriented book with a painting for each 
month created by his friend, illustrator, and 
retired university colleague, John Wilde. 
John's Apples, a collaborat ion between 
Hamady and Wilde. uses typography and .pic-
torial pictures as illustrations to the verses 
about apples by Reeve Lindburgh. 
Hamady's collection of 3D wooden boxes 
is definitely an exaggeration of how far the 
art of paper can be taken. His wooden boxes 
are constructed to affect the psyche of the 
viewer with his abstract ideas of the meaning 
of life . The most striking of Hamady's piece 
is of a wooden box laden with paper piano 
keys. 
Many of his proteges paper masterpieces 
are also on display. Toby Olson 's, The Pool, 
is a book embellished with lithographs and 
collages. The Lion Story (1978) is a vibrant 
children's book created by Marcia Damrauer 
and written by Richard Ely. Its illustrations of 
a lion conjure up the images from C.S. 
Lewis's Chronicles of Narnia series. 
Another student 's work is called 
"Typographical Anatomy of the Thoracic and 
Abnormal Viscera." "Exam for Fortuitous 
Encounters with Incompatible Realities, A 
Final Collage," is a replica of a retro school 
test booklet, consisti ng of wooden boxes 
strung together with smaller boxes inside. 
Hamady wi ll give a tour and discuss his 
philosophy, technique and his process Friday, 
March 21. from 6:30 p.m . to 8:30 p.m. For 
more information, call the Center for Book 
and Paper Arts at (312) 344-6630. 
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The show goes on again 
By salllllntha MurphY 
Washington Square News (NYU) 
(U-WlRE) NEW YORK-New 
York theater fans can rejoice, for 
the shows will go on. 
Eighteen Broadway musicals 
resumed production March II after 
a 12-hour negotiating session called 
by New York City Mayor Michael 
R. Bloomberg yielded a settlement 
between musicians and producers 
on the number of orchestra players 
required in a show. 
Bloomberg appointed a mediator 
for the negotiations at Gracie ' 
Mansion, the mayor' s official resi-
dence. The musicians' union agreed 
to a contract reducing the minimum 
number of musicians in a Broadway 
orchestra from about 25 to 18. 
New York University theatergo-
ers and aspiring perfonners said 
the strike dealt with issues of musi-
cal integrity on Broadway, includ-
ing the viability of replacing musi-
cians with prerecorded, synthesiz-
er-style "virtual" orchestras. 
After producers threatened to use 
prerecorded music during the 
strike, musicians feared .it would 
set a precedent for use in the future . 
Musicals were forced to close after 
actors and stagehands refused to 
cross musicians ' picket lines. 
"I think it is completely ridicu-
lous to have prerecorded music," 
said Tracy Podell. a NYU Tisch 
School of the Arts sophomore 
studying musical theater. ". can 
just pick up a CD if! want to listen 
to recorded music. Theater tickets 
can get up to $100. You better bet I 
won't be in the theater anytime 
soon without a live orchestra." 
Hundreds of actors, theater tech-
nicians and stagehands took to the 
streets over the weekend of March 
7 in support of about 325 striking 
musicians. The strike cost New 
York businesses about SIO million 
in lost revenue since March 7. 
Every Broadway musical except 
"Cabaret" at Studio 54, whose 
musicians work under a separate 
contract, was closed over the 
weekend. It was the first time 
musicians had gone on strike since 
1975. 
Broadway brings in approxi-
mately 54 billion in annual revenue 
to city businesses, city officials 
estimated. 
Members of the Local 802 divi-
sion of the American Federation of 
Musicians must still approve the 
new contract with the League of 
American Theatres and Producers. 
Professor Jason King, who will 
work in NYU's new Clive Davis 
Department of Recorded Music 
when it opens at this fall, said pro-
ducers should be careful not to take 
away what makes Broadway special. 
"Broadway has long been one of 
the custodians of live theatrical tra-
ditions in the age of evolving 
recording technologies ," King 
said. «While many shows could 
probably get away with prerecord-
ed music or what's called a ' track,' 
the live, real-time interface 
between musicians and perfonners 
on stage is one of the most impor-
tant aspects of the Broadway musi-
cal experience." 
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Do You 
Have Acne? 
Attention All Journalism 
Students, Photojournalists & 
Editorial Cartoonists! 
Physicians at Northwestern University's Feinberg 
Schoo\ of Medicine are conducting a 
research study of an investigational. topical 
medication for the treatment of acne. 
The investigational medication combines two 
approved medications and will be compared with a 
placebo. [f you are at least 16 years old and have 
facial acne, you may be eligible to participate. 
Participants receive all study-related care at no cost 
and financial compensation. 
Participants will be asked to make 5 visits 
over 12 weeks. 
.Call Today 
to Learn More! 
312-503-6227 
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Applications for the 2003-2004 John Fischetti 
Scholarship are now available in the Journalism 
Department, Suite 1300, 
624 S. Michigan Ave. 
All full-time Columbia College students. including graduate stu-
dents. who specialize in print or broadcast journalism. photojoumal-
ism. editorial art or political cartooning. are eligible to apply. Awards 
are based on academic merit, financial need and service in the stu-
dent's speciality (Le.. internships, work on student publication or 
productions). Twenty-one scholarships, up to $2,000 each, were 
awarded for 2002-2003. 
THE APPLICATION DEADLINE IS APRIL 1, 2003 
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Crossword 
ACROSS 
1 Stumble 
5 Base 01 a mesa 
10 Camelback 
14 Crown of light 
15 Book before Joel 
16 Asian sea 
17 Folk singer Burl 
18 Webster ' . 
illustration 
19 Religious 
ceremony 
20 Navigational 
instrument 
22 Prolongation of 
a chord 
24 Abdominal 
exercises 
26 Expressed 
enjoyment 
27 Purpose 
30 Medication 
portion 
31 Possess 
32 Reaps a profit 
34 Cromwell's 
nickname 
39 Fairy-tale mdnster 
40 Stinker 
41 Peaceful 
42 Run counter 
44 Sao _ . Brazil 
45 Be in debt 
46 Therefore 
48 Sack 
49 Briel argument 
52 Training routines 
54 Film preview 
56 One of Rome's 
seven hills 
60 Killer whale 
0 2003 TrItJuw _'- S-V~, Inc. 
All r1I1""~· 
7 Buffoon 
8 Coral creations 
9 Top althe head 
10 Dylan's 
instrument 
11 Bathsheba's 
husband 
12 Dull finish 
13 Argue a case 
21 Lends a hand 
01111108 
61 English school 
subj. 
63 Inactive 
64 Plant anchor 
65 Underground 
excavations 
66 Thaw 
67 Ultimatum word 
68 Fidgety 
69 Puts into words 
~~ ~r~:r:x~~~~:ri f;lillllltiiilfifi"ffl 27 Intensely eager 28 ·Othello· conspirator 29 Sorvino of 
"Mighty 
Aphrodite" 
31 Single unit 
33 Try to reach an 
agreement 
DOWN 35 Flightless birds 
1 The nearer one 36 Dilettante's 
44 Warsaw native 
47 Expressionless 
49 Put away for a 
53 loses weight 
55 Thompson of 
2 Glowing review painting 
3 Holm oak 37 Ms. Fitzgerald 
4 Job stations 38 Polluted haze 
5 Japanese religion 40 Abandon truth 
6 Bruise 43 MP's quarry 
IE 
Q 
l.) 
• III 
U 
.-E 
o 
u 
+> III (!) 
~ 
C 
.c 
o 
.-
rainy day 
50 Flynn of fi lms 
51 Tex-Mex order 
52 Pool 0'utle1 
·Wir 
57 Inkling 
58 Comrade 
59 Fish catchers 
62 T. Turner stn. 
PLACE A CLASSIFIED 
AD TODAY! ONLY 25 
CENTS PER WORD WITH 
A $5 MINIMUM. CALL 
312-344-7432 FOR 
MORE INFORMATION. 
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CLASSIFIED ADS 
SPRING BREAK 2003 WITH STS America's #1 
Student Travel Tour Operator Sell Trips earn cash Travel Free 
Information/Reservations 1-800-648-4849 or www.ststravel.com 
"·ACT NOWI Guarantee the best spring break prices! South 
Padre, Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco, Florida &Mardigras. 
TRAVEL FREE, Reps Needed,EARN$$$. 
Groyp piscoynts for 6+ 
1-888-THINK SUN (1888-844-6578 dept 2626) 
www.springbreakdiscounts.com 
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED $250 a day potential Local 
Positions 1-800-293-3985 ext. 260 
APARTMENT FOR RENT 45th and Union Newly remodeled 6 
room-2 bedroom, includes new appliances. Good area! Fenced \ 
yard and close to schools and church. $575 we run credit check-no 
section 8. 773-255-3458 
Valet Parking Attendant- Great Pay and Flexible Hours. Work in 
fun atmospheres,nightclubs,restaurants,and hotels. Full and Part 
time hours. 847-670-0871 
Experienced professional secretary available for typing , proof 
reading, re-works, etc. Call 708-647-8673; 773-610-4215 (cell) or 
email : janisbiz@yahoo.com. . . 
Visit: www.finestwheat.com/janisbiz.html. Good rates/fast turn 
around. (References available) 
Oak Park Vintage Garden Condo. Hardwood Floors, a lot of 
space, abundant sunlight, appliances included. 2 blocks from "L" 
Stop. 1046 W. Washington, Oak Park, OPEN HOUSE SAT&SUN 
through March from 1-6 p.m. $110,000 
Internship - talent booking agency. Work with college talent 
booking agent. E-mail youresumetoapollo@carmelme.com. 
See our website for more info: www.carmelme.com/intern 
Are you building your dream or someone else's? Own your 
own business. No inventory, no telemarketing. Mentoringltraining 
provided . We're looking for key business minded individuals 
to partner with. Are you willing to work harder for yourself then 
for someone else. Change your family tree. 404-218-7714. 
South Loop spacious one bedroom loft. Hardwood floors , WID 
in unit, indoor parking, fireplace , granite counters, balcony, 
Jacuzzi tub. $209,500. SRC:Ross, 773c575-5098 
Telemarketing - Salary + Comm. Flexible hours/days. 27-year-
old ' Bridgeport Company needs people to market our 
product nationwide. 919 w. 38th st. Call 773·650-1700 ET 102 
ONLINE FILING Do Your Taxes Online @ www.absolutetaxes.com 
for a minimal fee of $9.95 for a 1 040EZ and $14.95 for 1040. 
FREE E-FILE!! 
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MUL,IEBRAl 
ExHiamON DA1IS:_ 
March 20 - April 12, 2003 
Hours: Mon.-Thurs. 9am-7pm, Fri. I9am-5pm 
Reception: Thurs., March 20, 5-7pm 
ExIlBl110N CURAlED BY: 
Kathryn Lovesky 
PERfoRMANcE EVDlNG: 
Thurs., April 10, 7-10pm 
Hokln Annex 623 S. wabash 
PERFORMANCE CURAlED BY: 
J.T. Newman 
QUESTIONS? 
Please Call 312/344-7696 
www.colum.edu/hokln 
SponIOftld by c.spaces. a division of Student Affairs, 
paid lot by Student Adivity feet, . 
o 2003 ICathtyn lovesi<y. Untitled 
arch 17, 2003 Columbia au'OnicIe 31 
c-spaces presents * Celebrating 
A Ilx-week-fong festival 
of works and panel discussions In all media, STRONG WOMEN 
March 17- May 2, 2003 
2 Exhibitions, Panel Discussions, Film Screenings and 
Performances BY WOMEN ABOUT WOMEN 
RIVETING ART 
TUESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY 
w,. 
P£RRlIIlW<C{ 
_al._ CtItIc s.p 
alloN, ....... _ 
J .... O'ReIy. """""" in ~ MIll _ $mlIh. 0iII< 
Hok;nAnna 
__ 12 
1 ~ 1-7,. -.- , MULIEBRAl HokIn Caber; 20 
I-u,. w,. 
P£RfORMAHCE Open/I1IR_ 111-"''''''''' 1(,(-(.1 __ 'o.'i..,/'I' __ BRfAKI 
'BItdI "'" "'"II1II" plus cuests: GIUs Curtllln GanCf), 
local .D women pen:ussion 
,...'81,_' 
26 t!o"rt Anne_ 27 
~ ... : () rr'! ., r) , 
31 1 2 3 4 
w,a Ii 1 .... SCllEElING-S1Udent _ !WID: 
1 .... 
f>ideoce-ROONG, 
7-10,. 
MUlIElIAl PERFORMANCE 
Inter-Atts Student PtIfoml.nces 
Cuoaled by JT -.an 
1 .... 
SCREINING MUUEIW doles 
HGion Galler, s..utr IIyth ~ lilt MedII 
w,. wi1h Rose Economeau and 
ArtIst TIIk: Blrtllra 8.nsley .dditlonal panelists TBA. 
Glass Curta!n Gal~ry Ho ... m Gallery 
7 
1 .... ® SCllEElING ' . Mondor Oocumentlty Series ' SWdenV.rtisI based _1&1. , , roollWlt Ce!lltt 
Ii 14 
TK To< 011<. 
1 .... 
SCllEElING 
Mondor Oocumenta~ Series ' 
StudenVatt,ist bisect wor1cs 1BA. 
C~"J'Ct"ller 
Ii 
Flction and Poetry about 
\\\>men's ~, 
-..... by Borne Cole, 
Hokin Gallery 
1 .... 
scmNlNG 
o.uthtltS 01 the Dust 
Ho;.,mGa:fl;lj 
Ii 
16 
I , 
w,a 
SCR~ING 
IhtCdorPwp/l 
Hr.~I'''1 Gall!'t}' 
f 
I j 
17 Ii 18 
1 .... 
SCIIffMHG 
IShotAndy_ 
Ho~jn GaliN". 
1.... may 
1 .... 
SCllEElING 
Mondor OocumenlJly Series ' 
StudenV artist based works T8A. 
SCII£fHING 
T1It Pill, A PBS Documentary 
t'okir. Galle!y 
..... 
scmNlNG • FW<El 
DoalmentJ~ Series 
c""", .. c..~", Ii 29 30 1 2 
exhibitions 
Wit r{tdIllOiim '~ ,')i'wl q'atli('~ 
An installation that celebrates each First Lady 
in American history. 
Interdisciplinary Book and Paper alum: 
Barbara v,ynn Bans/ey 
M..:II 26 • May 2 
M..:II 28 Wpm Opening Reception 
Glass Curtain Gallery 
MULIEBRAl 
Student Women Artists of Columbia College Chicago 
explore female identity. 
Curated by Undergraduate Photography Major 
Kathryn Lovesky 
M.-ch 20 • AprtI12 
M.-ch 20 s.7pm Opening Reception 
Hokin Gallery 
_ GtItry' _ 623 S. _ 1~ _ . CIIbf> 
GlmColoil GtItry I c.n.., CaUr 1104 S. _ 1~ __ CIIbf> 
.... ..un.edu\Sl>lCOS. S1Iong 'Mlmen HoI!ine 312/344-7696 
COL~ ' A _byc.Sooces""' ___ al __ .""",", bySOJOerl_"",_ . • ___ ._alnm"" 
v .... -The ~Doc:umentory c.no... The F-. __ _ 
_~Ar1s_""'t/lec.o.mtooaaw.nodo, 
f 
i 
2003* 
5 
» 12 -0 
:::0 
-r 
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and NOT 
just online 
Amsterdam ... S308 
Paris ............ S303 
Brussels ........ S294 
Rome ... . . .... . .. S312 
Fare is roundtrip from Chicago. Subject 10 change and availability. Tu not 
included. Restrictions and blackouts apply. 
EGG DONORS 
NEEDED 
G ive the gift of life to an infertile couple 
L UCRATIVE COMPENSATION for qualified individua ls! 
• Special need for Caucasian donors 
• College educated preferred 
• Between the ages of 20-30 
• Completely anonymous 
847.656.8733 
,-, • for More I nforma tI on 
'~1 \---' erne'! ,nfo (o e994 1 1 com 
,..J'""'L The Center fo r Egg Opl lon~ III," o l ~ ll C 
"" --- C994 11 com 
March i 7 2003 
Example ,sel!tence: " 
Because John had a minuscule amount of money:. ' 
;. .,. .~ 
savedf~rc9H~gei he went to work at UPS . ahCl, receiv'ecf 
u'p to.$2;M)OO in College Financial ~i~tance. ,I 
PARt-TIME PACKAGE HANDLERS" 
'Earn $8.50 1M' hitur, with"lnc:re"sa of 5ot}~r-~ {i!; 
after 90 days and 504 after one ye.r 
Weekends & Holidays Off • Weekly Paychecks ' . 
{'" Consisteht;'Wdrlt.8Ch8dtiU, • Raid ~oations~:L <-
b, Excellen~,~~.n~f~ (~edi~{l!fe~ & 4,Ol'~)iC;~1("U'f,\< 
'i" J P: tJORTH~RdOK . ?"PA~TiNE th~"JC r· '"b.iiSHw'!kd. " 
,.:. d 2525 s ,,"imli Road W( 21 00 14: HitkS> Road ~.. 4 ·S'. Lombard Rood 
• ',' (S"ermer{,~Vftlf~w Rds·)nin ~ jfriioll,"&ij~ R~,L . ,d (Army t",il& Lomi1'!rd f!!ls:) 
Ph: a47'jf80·~88 Ph: ~HO~-60~5 ' " . ,Ph; ~~28-373't · ", " ~:; : .(r.;~;<-, Jrl" .,' , ~ .. - ~~ft),,> <'. ,-< '. ~ " (}d)V.!~-~i.:H 
To inquire abo~t~rtitim'e ~ck~b~~Hahdier'~pJtuniues. ;ttf{~ r:F" ':.c': ~;: ~: ' 
please call our faqj!ittes direct, or ciU our 24 ~j9bhne atf ""r '> , 1-888-4UPS-iOQ' ~1  ~~"':'of4J7 ",'c I * -I • 
(Este "!VICIO tolel6n",0 esta disponlble en e.panol~ % ~ups 
> y; P ':t tdff' < ,'oL"',~' t /' rW;:n¢'H<;~ I , 
E9~~f ~ry>Brt~n~ ~~Prl~yer>h l ~d~> :}'~t~·\< '" ',> 
~'U~~9b~~~mlchl~~<9 :- '~h .~~r (~;;:< ~.l, ,~'~.r 
Un de rg ro LAn~ch£~f~nt 
this week's speciaLs: Mon, - Thurs_ .8-6, FrL 8-3 
Beer Cheese Soup in a Bread BowL served with pretzels $3.75 
Fried Chicken whipped potatoes, vegetables $4.00 
Turkey Cheddar Cheese Pannini avocado, bacon & tomato, served 
with potato chips $ 3. 75 
Soups: 
Monday - Corned Beef & Cabbage Soup, Tuesday - Cream of Chicken Rice, 
Wednesday - Cheddar Vegetable, Thursday - Chicken Gumbo 
We have Fried Chicken, Mashed Potatoes & Gravy and Black Bean Burgers everydayl 
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THE FICTION WRITING DEPARTMENT oFCOLUMBIA COL LEGE CHIC AGO PRESENTS ... ~ .. 
IN SEARCH OF 
TI;iE AMERICAN STORY 
March 22 - 28, 2003 
S ATURDAY, MARCH 22 , 2003 
6;OOpm:STORY WORKSHOP'" AND HAIR TRIGGER BIRTHOAY BASH! The Story 
WorkshoD lIOPIoadl to the te&ehlnl 01 writil1( turns 35, and Hair Triller, Columbia Colle(e 
Ct1icaeo's SJlIdent anthology turns 25 In 2003! 
DAVIO FRIEDM AN MEMORIAL ALUMNI READING: Crt. BUrks, SilllyDrtlamGirl. Alumni 
lind SIlIdenI Open Mic Reachn,. The Ad .... ntll' .. • Club, 565 North F,...klln SbNt, 
.,-
SUNDAY, MARCH 23, 2003 
2:00pm, READING AND CONVERSATION WITH THE AUTHOR; St,pn.n Manlpn, 
The Gilles of the Alamo, ArBn!!'a$. louis l.erneI' Auditorium, eonr.d SvkeI' R..:IONoI 
...." 4455 North IJncoIn A-. C .... 
MOHDAY, MAR CH 24 , 2003 
ll:OOam, CONVERSATION WITH THE AUTHOR: en. Bulb, Srl/o;yOreltmGlrl, ll.th Floor 
FKIIIty Lounce, Columbia CoIlep Chlu(o, 624 south Mlc:hl&an Avenue, Chlcac:o 
2:00pm. FACULTY READING: Mort C~tie, Nations of The living. Nat/ons of Ihtl 
Dud; Ph~I" ElHNt.ln. The Cify in Stone; Clair. SlIullMll . Zora Neale Hurston ~~ 
ar; and o~. HokIII AIlIIIOll, CoIumbLi CoIIe,e CIIIUlto, 823 SoutII WebMlI Aven .... 
. -. 
7:<XlJm. FACULTY READING: Rend .. I ......... Chair. FlCtton Wntln& Oepaltment; Betty 
S./IJ8ett, Professor Ementa and award-winnire author; .10M ScllulU, Pl'olessor Emeritus 
and author. The Cllicllio Consplfacy Trial. HoIdIl Cblletl. Columblll Col..,. 
ChIc-co. 823 ~ WMMJ'I Ave_. Chlcaco 
TUHOAY . MAR CH 25, 2003 
2:00pm. READING AND CONVERSATION WITH THE AUTHOR: ~ 1ahene. Mystic 
River. Prayers for Rain. Columbll Collep Re.ldence H .. l. 131 SoutII Pllrnouttl Court, 
........ 
3:3OJ:wn. PUBLlSHING PANEL: .lenny Bent, iI&«Il H/II'III!'Y KlIf1ier. EJtmbettI Crow, EaeaItM: 
'd' and EOtorilII Oire<:tor. PRIMEDIA; Ed ~t.nmeIec, 5erwor EMor. Raodom House; DenrA 
~ aJ1hor. ZIIk Mud\a. authof. The BeUII(5' Shore. edilDr. BandiH.ilcom; JofIllny 
Temple. pUblisher. AkIIshIC Books. Moderator. ~ Shlftett.. Columblll Co/Iece 
RMkMtIce K-'t, 731 SoutII PllIltOllth Court, CllluCo 
6:000m. BOOK SIGNING: STEPHEN HARRIGAN 
1:(X)pm. CONVERSATION WITH THE AUTHOR: RII)' BtMlbury.. Video 01 recent VIS!! With 
RII)' BrIdbury (MlII'l rlln Chronicles. Fllhrenheil 4S1) by IIU1tlonled biographer $em 
WeIIIir {S"rel Chlc/lfo} 
READING: S~ H ......... The Gales of Ihe Alamo. A~ H-*' W~ 
Ubrwy CeIotet, 400 Souttt StmI StrMt. C~ 
WEDNESDAY. MARCH 21 , 2003 
2:00pm, CONVERSATION Willi THE AUTHORS : E1Ubetti8er(. True to Form, Open 
Hous.; and .CIiIItre a-t- DInbrunI, The Vine of OtIs/re; Anenled Mllrri"e. 
MIIIt/furpoM R-. HarvW W~ w..y CeIrtw. 400 SoutII st.t.e StrMt. ClIIcaCa 
!!1:00pm. BOOK SIGNING 
7:00pm. REAOINGS: ElkIoMth a.rc and CIIitra a-t- 0InkanIIIl. 
8:3C/JIm, A ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION: IN SEARCH OF THE AMERICAN STORY: 
0IaIIetlI a.c Don 0. CtRIa, Amerrcan SIt;n; ~ ou.z. Oro"n: ChitnI a-tM 
~ S ..... Kempft. The Gales of the Alamo: ....,.... WMIl. Tra;nspo/!/nl· 
Modem;r. .Iohn Sdlultz. AIdtDItunl, ...... ~ Ubnry c--. 
400 SauIio SblIIo sw.t. CWcIeo 
Story Week 
THURSDAY , MAR.H 27 , 2003 Festival of Writers 2003: 
2:000m. CONVERSATION WITH THE AUTHORS : Junot Dlaz, Drown; Columbia COliele 
Fietion Writinl Department lac:ulty member AIIt<NQ Locue, Shaa'ow·Box; Columbia Collele 
Fletloo Writing Department Writer-in-Aesldenee Irvine WeI.h . Porno {T,.;n,poUinl SflqI.lf!I}. 
Hosi: VielDria Lautman. lilenlfY interviewer lor WBEZ ·fM and WTTW·TV. Columbia Colleee 
R .. ldertee H .. I. 731 South Pllmouth Court, Clllcaco 
7:000m. LITERARY KNOCKOUTS 
READINGS AND MORE: .Junot Olaz, Orown; AntOll" LocIH'. Shlla'ow·Box (Irish J7mtt, 
Utel'8ture Pri:e); IrvIne Welsh, Porno (Tra;n,pottlnl sequel). 
AFTER·READING CELEBRATION: Music m~d by Metro owner 8I'ld DJ.Joe Shao1¥lM. 
Books for sale and signJl&, Metro. 3730 North Ct.rIt StiNt, Chlc:lI&O. IU\ 
o-s opell at 8:00 ptft. All ages we leome. \M) 
FRIDAY, MARCH 21 . 2003 
l1:30am. LITERACY QUTREACH;,J1It'IOt DIe In conversation WIth rK:tion WnM& OeP8l'tment 
Outseaeh Students lrom the 80)$ and Girls Clubs 01 Chicago. This wfl\lnl program Is made 
possible in PIIII by the Union LUII.If! C!Vie & Arts foln:lation. 
2:00pm. FICTION WRITING DEPARTMENT f ULL·TlME FACULTY OPEN MIC READING: 
Host Betty Shiflett 
4:00pm. fiCTION WRITING DEPARTMENT STUDENT BOARD OPEN MIC READING 
7:00pm. READINGS IN THE RAW: The FIction Wntlnl Oep8l'tment's Graduate StIKlent 
Reaclin& series. HoIdIl AnIllO., Columbia CoIleCe Chlceco. 823 South WtlbMlI A.ell ... , 
ClIlCII(o Call frldil)' I!YeI'1ts} 
THIS PROGRAM MADE POSSIBLE IN PART BY A GRANT fROM THE ILLINOIS 
HUMANITIES COUNCIL. The Nattonal Eodowment lor the Humanities. and the 
illinois General Assembly. 0.. 
Story Week IS SpOI1S01~ in pIIrt by the CHICAGO PUBLIC LIBRARY. \:JY 
o.SCOUIII~ rooms eM be reserved. while aYaIlabie. II the Pfesti&ious Hotel Burnham, 
Ioc:~ in the hearl 01 Chicago's Theatel o.strw:t. call1Dll-free .11 294 9712. .... ~ 
Ask lor "Storlweek Rate." f0~ 
ALL EVENTS ARE FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUB LIC ........ 
~ InfDmlll/JOl'l: roebon WnUl& OePlllunertl 312 344 8559; 
emllll StDr'/NH~.ecil. website: hnp://fiCtiOn.eoIun'I.edu/SIDf)'WHk2003 
Meaa ItIf()('fflllfjon; Sheryl Johnston. 113 472 2254; email She~s~aoI.com 
CPOO aedlll'lliJlbIe: lor I'1l0rmatioo. call 312 344 7861 
Columbia 
COLLEGE CHICAGO 
TOP TO IIOTTO". tffT TO IIIGHI; ,"VIIH Wl:lSH . eH'fAA O'VU~RU"" . 
CIIIS IUIIKS. JUNOr P'Al . !LtZ4BHH BEAG. OENN'S LEH.N(, 
5'£P1-I£'" HAIIII'G."' . A"' O ANTO"". lOGUE 
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Chicago lakefront park goes to the dogs 
o Lincoln Park is 
favorite place to frolic 
for four-legged friends 
By Doris Dadayan 
Copy Editor 
has several parks for Rover to get some 
well-deserved exercise and freshen up on 
social sk ills that might've gotten rusty dur- . 
ing the winter. . 
And with spring just around the comer, 
every dog can have his day. 
On the north side of Chicago, near 
Lawrence and Marine Dr., the Marine Dog 
Friendly Park is fenced by a gate system 
that keeps dogs from getting loose. The 
park, at 4921 N. Marine Drive, also pro-
vides water and plenty of dog toys to make 
a worry-free visit for dog owners. 
A resident of Lincoln Park and the 
owner of a boxer named Ace, Paul 
Rodriguez, 25, said that the park is a defi-
nitely a good way to meet others with sim-
ilar interests. 
They met at the park about a year and a 
half ago. Outweighing her by 100 pounds 
and sporting a spiked collar aroWld his 
neck, he had a reputation as a bad boy and 
was definitely not someone she would've 
ever considered her type. But his big 
brown eyes and jet-black hair with spots of 
gold were just irresistible. And, even 
though she sometimes hangs out with the 
other guys from the park, he doesn't seem 
to mind. He knows that, by the end of the 
day, they ' ll be back together again. 
"You' re meeting other people that love 
dogs. That's already a big thing to have in 
common with someone, you know, since 
not everyone's a dog person," he said. 
Alex KedIet/Cllronlcle 
Rick Fried, a dog and cat care speclallsl from Chicago, tak .. his cUenta for a slroll 
Wedn .. day near Belmonl Harbor, 3200 N. Lak. Shore Dr. 
For a Lhasa Poo named Daphne, the 
Warren Park Dog Exercise Area is where 
she found puppy love with a Rottwe iJer 
named Caine. Daphne's owner, Vivian 
Haritos, 22, ajunior art history major at the 
University of Illinois at Chicago, has made 
The Lincoln Park area is a hotspot on the 
dog park. social scene. Located just north of 
where Belmont Harbor meets the lake is 
the Lincoln Park. Dog Exercise Area. 
Avenue, is a place for city dogs to meet 
other four-legged friends. 
p.m. to 7 p.m. 
"The dog parks are always packed with 
folks, especially on the weekends and 
when the weather's nice," she said. 
. some good fr iends there hersel( 
"I usually come here on Saturday morn-
ings," Haritos said. "There's always a 
bunch of people here. You'll always meet 
With acres of open space, this park is a 
favorite for playing Frisbee and meeting 
other fellow hound handle",. The park isn't 
officially a dog-run area, so keep an eye on 
your pet and bring along some toys and 
water for the visit. 
With plenty of hills and large trees locat-
ed around the perimeter of the park, Rover 
is guaranteed to have a field day running 
and bounding through the grass and mud . 
Although the park doesn 't have an official 
off-leash area, as long as the dogs are 
supervised they're allowed to roam free. 
According to Angie Amoris, spokes-
woman for the Chicago Park District, 
the parks are usually busier in the morn-
ings before work, and then again from 5 
So bring along the pooper-scooper for a 
day at the dog park. You never koow-
your dog's mess might not be the only 
thing you' ll be picking up. 
All three parks are open dally from dawn 
to dusk. Admission is free. For more infor-
mation, call the Chicago Park District at 
(3 12)742-7529, or visit 
www.chicagoparkdistrict.com. 
someone new." . 
Dog parks have become an esta6lished 
concept in popular culture, and Chicago 
The Warren Park-Dog Exercise Area, 
situated between Arthur and Seeley 
avenues and Pran Boulevard and Western 
Around Chicago 
Diego Aguilar (above) explores 
a fountain al ·Ihe ninth annual 
Flower and Garden Showal Navy 
Pier. 
This year's show, entitled, 
'Thealer in Ihe Garden,' conslsled 
of 30 gardens and 200 educalional 
booths, as way as an array of 
ongoing leclures and exhibits, 
The show ran from March 8 • 16, 
OFF the BLOTTER 
• According to police, a bomb threat was 
caHed into an institution in the 600 block of 
South State Street on March 2 at 12:42 p.m. 
• Police reported criminal damage to prop-
erty at Jone. College Prep, 606 S. State St., 
March I at 4 p.m. 
• On March 4, a car was reported stolen 
from a residential garage on North Eighth 
Street at 5 p.m. 
• Also on March 4, a weapons violation 
occurred in the 600 block of South Wabash 
Avenue. Police reported the unlawful use or 
•• Ie of an air rifle at I :S7 p.m. 
• Police reported at le .. t $300 w" l tolen 
in the 800 block of South State Street on March 
I at 3:11 p.m. 
• A similar crime occurred March 2 at a 
hotel in the 1000 block of South State Street. 
Police reported the $300 stolen at 12:30 a.m. 
• On March 3, another theft of $300 or less 
took place on Harrison Street. It was reported 
at 5:05 p.m. 
• A criminal offense against property 
reportedly occurred at a bar on East Balbo 
Avenue. It was reported by police on March I 
at4 p.m. 
Complied by LI,a Balde Ihrough dala provld· 
ed by Ihe Chicago Pollc. D.parrm,nl. 
HPRN 
Continued from Back Page 
"They don't have the space they need for mental health services, 
.. job training ... or drug rehab.," she said. " [t 's basically just a place to 
- sleep at night." .. _. ~ 
Because an increasing amount of people are consistently moving 
into the South Loop, which has been accused of rapid gentrification, 
it becomes hard for a group like HPRN to preserve the .roots of a hi s-
torically rich neighborhood.. _ . 
. But, when about 25 HPRN members gathered at Columbia's Center 
for Book and Paper Arts on March 12 for this month's meeting, they 
got a smalllaSte of the history and diverse resources that res ide in 
their neighborhood. 
As Miriam Centeno, 30, a Columbia graduate student, showed off 
an intricately-designed book that she created for her Additions class 
through the Center for Book and Paper Arts, each of the HPRN affil-
iates lit up. And as Bill Drendel, the director of the center, led one of 
two groups of members through the individual steps of paper making 
and guided them through the center's gallery, workshop and letter-
press department, they realized the significance that this unassuming 
institution had on their neighborhood. . 
"It all goes back to printing, which is good for [us] to know," said 
HPRN board member, Gregg Sorrentino, 42. "In part, it's history, and 
I learned a lot tonight. " . 
John Colwell, 33, who has been a member of the group for a year, 
agreed. 
" It shows that there's a lot of activity and culture in the neighbor-
hood," he said.Colwelljoined HPRN, because he, too, was concerned 
with the development taking place in his l1eighborhood. 
But, developmental concerns are only one aspect of the many 
issues that the HPRN deals with on a dai1y basis. 
;'When we started [the HPRN], our interest was preserving the 
architectural integrity .of Printers Row," said Genita Robinson, a 
board member and founding member of the group. "Now we deal 
with everything that faces the community ... and the g reater commu-
nity of the South Loop." 
"Our group is ever-changing," she said. 
According to Sorrentino, the group advocates "intellectual devel-
opment." They're currently interested in creating parks where park-
ing lots currently exist and build ing a new community center for 
Printers' Row residents on the west side of South State Street across 
the street from the Uni versity Center of Chicago. They are also pro-
moting plans for a dog park on Roosevelt Road and South Michigan 
Avenue and the completion of a new gymnasium for Jones College 
Prep. 
The HRPN was created and has surv ived for so long because of the 
support of the members, said Karen Dom, 50. 
"They help make people aware and help people make decisions to 
enhance the h istoric value [of their neighborhood]," she said. 
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Insurance eludes many young adults 
o Weeklong national campaign 
creates awareness about 41 mil-
lion Americans still uninsured 
By Angela Caputo 
Contributing Editor 
Columbia freshman Colleen Wade lost her health 
insurance last year when the policy her grandmother 
enroll~d her in expired. She said she has been struggling 
ever Since. 
". spend about $1,500 a year on medical costs," said 
the South Shore native who suffers ITom a chronic health 
condition. 
In the fifth grade, Wade fell off the monkey bars on her 
school playground, broke her ann and has been coping 
with the aftennath ever since. She had a pin put in-to 
help mend her broken ann-that she is now outgrowing. 
"My doctor said I may need a new one soon," she said. 
Wade is not alone in her struggle to find health care 
security. More than 41 million Americans were without 
health insurance last year, according to the Cover the 
Uninsured Week website. 
The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, the American 
Medical Association and various other organizations are 
working together to raise awareness of the need millions 
of Americans have for health insurance through Cover 
the Uninsured Week. 
On March 1 0, a weeklong national campaign was 
launched to engage people in what many people consid-
er to be an impending health crisis in America. 
The University of Illinois at Chicago hosted 
"Uninsured America: the Growing Health Hazard," a 
publ ic health forwn to address the problem in the 
Chicago community. 
" I think the intention of hosting the event on campus of 
many students enrolled in health sciences .. .is to contin-
ue the [movement] beyond the week of activ ities and in 
their professional lives," said Sherri McGinnis, spokes-
Woman for UfC. 
Lack of health insurance among college-age students 
is considered one of the most widespread national health 
problems because young adults are among the most like-
ly age group to lack coverage. Approximately 17 perc:nt 
of Americans between the ages of 18 and 24 are unlO-
sured, according to Census 2000. 
Part-time employment and getting bun-:-ped from ~ par-
ent's policy are both considered to be major factors 10 the 
lack of insurance among young adults by census 
researchers. 
Wade's grandmother, a retired accountant for the 
Housing Authority of Cook County, kept her g~d­
daughter on her policy until she graduated from high 
school. Their insurance policy didn't allow a non-student 
over the age of 19 to remain covered. 
"Once I didn't go straight to school last year, and the 
insurance cut off," Wade said. 
Some colleges and universities with health care fac ili-
ties are able to help ease the burden of health care costs 
for young adults who are enrolled. .. 
Colwnbia's Student Health Center, 10 Its first year of 
operation, is able to help students with .a. minor ilI~ess 
like strep throat or the flu. A nurse praCtitIOner, med]cal 
assistant and part-time doctor staff the center. Between 
30 and 40 students frequent the center weekly, according 
to the staff. 
"The center has a huge impact [on uninsured stu-
dents]," said Ashley Knight, coordinator of student. rela-
tions at Colwnbia "It provides them an opportumty to 
see a health professional 40 hours a week." 
Most of the things students are dealing with are upper 
respiratory infections or skin problems," Knight said. 
"The center is helping to save students a lot of money 
rather than going to a more expensive doctor." 
For Wade and others dealing with more serious health 
issues, the problem remains. She said she will continue to 
go to the county hospital and get low-cost treatment in a 
medical environment she is not pleased with but has no 
choice about. 
Terkel Award honors three in Chicago media 
o Tribute recognizes those who 
give 'voice' to subjects unrepre-
sented by mainstream media 
By Michael Comstock 
Staff Writer 
Like the award's namesake, the winners of the Studs 
Terkel Award have showcased the diverse communities 
of Chicago and g iven a voice to those who may not be 
well represented. 
The awards-honoring the Pulitzer Prize--winning 
author, long-time radio host and scholar-in-residence at 
the Chicago Historical Society-will be given out March 
26 at the 14th Anniversary Studs Terkel Media Awards 
Benefit by the Community Media Workshop, a nonprof-
it organization that helps journalists find and research 
stories about Chicago communities and that trains other 
nonprofits. 
"We are try ing to find journalists who, in the honor of 
Studs Terkel try to find a voice fo r those who aren't rep-
resented, not in one story, but throughout their careers!" 
said Thorn Clark, president of the Community Media 
Workshop. Past winners of the Studs Terkel Award 
include Salim Muwakkil of In These Times (2001), Mary 
Mitchell of the Chicago Sun-Times (1997) and Carol 
Marin fonnerly of NBC ChannelS News (1996). 
Accord ing to C lark, it's not just journalists who have 
been in the business for a while who 
receive the award. One of this year's 
winners, Jorge Mota, managing ed i-
tor of WSNS-TV and fonner inves-
tigative reporter of Exito, is a young 
journalist. 
For Mota, this honor was very 
special. "I didn't expect it," Mota 
said. "I thOUght about my mom and 
dad, who died a few years ago. I 
thought of how they would feel if 
they were here, how proud they 
would be." Mota, originally from 
Havana, Cuba, spent a year and a 
half as a refugee at Guantanamo Bay 
in 1994, and, in 1997, he came to 
Chicago. 
The other winners are: Rick 
Kogan, a writer with the Chicago 
Tribune magazine and host of the 
WGN-AM Sunday morning show 
"Tom Weinberg and Rick Kogan are two veteran 
Chicago reporters who, over the ir careers, have shown 
the true Chicago in their stories, not just about po litics 
and crime," Clark said. 
"When I first heard the news, I immediately felt at the 
same time hwnbled, flattered and stunned," Kogan said. 
" It is a great honor." 
The winners were chosen by a combination of nomi-
nees, recommendations by nonprofit organizations, for-
mer winners and the Community Media Workshop 
board. At the end of the year, more than a dozen nomi-
nees are cut down to about eight to 10 names, and the 
winners are chosen in January. 
To attend the benefit, you have to register and donate 
to the Community Media Workshop. A $75 "Supporter" 
gets one ticket; a $125 "Host" gets one ticket and a list-
ing in the program book; a $250 "Sponsor" gets three 
tickets and listed; and the $500 "Sponsor" get six tickets, 
program listing and announced from the stage. 
Donations support the workshops programs and the 
website, newstips.org. Donations will be accepted until 
March 21. 
The benefit will be at The Arts Club of Chicago, 201 
E. Ontario St., from 5-7 p.m. The first hour is a cocktail 
party and, during the second hour, it will be emceed by 
Colwnbia's Hope Daniels of the Radio Department, 
awards are presented, and Terkel will speak. The guests 
are then served buffet style. 
"It's a great party," Clark said, " It's a great marketing 
opportunity," 
"Sunday Papers," and Tom Studs Terkel speaks at the 2001 awards ceremony, 
Weinberg, producer and creator of 
WlTW-TV's " Image Union." 
Iraq? Osama? What 
our&e, the Mall 
am eU of the above, Attendance is down, 
ersey barriers ere in piece outside, patrols have been 
'stepped up, Stores are slruggling and a few have eyen 
· closed shop, The fact that the financially strapped 
· Planet H.;lIywood is still open is a good sign. 
• But my travels around and arollod the confmes of the 
mall proved an interesting ract about us Americans: We 
iare a forge.tfu,1 sort, Give US a Cintlllbon and a compli-
:mentary spritt ?fEstte Lauder, and we're willing to , 
ioveriOOk dire CII'CumstanceS above the geneocally eDgl-
: ncered pell)l ~s, We'll spend like mad on Steve 
:~adden shoes and Victoria's Secret brassieres, Heck, 
McDonald'. even needs Oll( cash. ,. 
, In tit_ end, the Mall of America js, above an, qwntes-
I sen~a1ly ~can, It's our patrjotic duty. All in the 
name of commerce, C8l1italism and progres~. r say, PU 
· be sure to boy Colombian coffee for my Minnesota cof-
f ... m~.&"~ 
Other cities dye-ing to know what turns river green 
o Ingredients used to crea te 
yea rly St, Pat's phenomenon 
rema in a Ch icago mystery 
By British Battle 
Staff Writer 
Dyeing the Chicago River Irish green has been a tra-
dition for more than 40 years and at least 50 cities want 
to know how Chicago volunteers perfonn the miracu-
lous transfonnation every year. . 
Bill King, the administrator of Chicago's St. Patrick 's 
Day committee said that because dyeing the river is con-
sidered such a unique way of celebrating the lrish holi -
day and because the river's color happens to be so close 
to the greens of Ireland. many cities have contacted the 
St. Patrick's Day committee seeking help with duplicat-
ing the famous act. 
"One city called this week and said they saw the green 
river on television and asked how we dyed the river, and 
I said if I told them we wouldn't be on television any-
more," King said. 
When asked what kind of dye is used to stain the 
Chicago River the perfect shade of green on St. Patrick's 
Day, King said , ' 'That's like telling where the leprechaun 
hides its gold," 
According to King, the idea of dyeing the Chicago 
River ;reen originaUy came about by accident when a 
group of plumbers were using green dye to trace illegal 
substances that were polluting the river. IronicaUy, 
Stephen Bailey, business manager of the Chicago 
Journeymen Plumbers Local Union No. 130 noticed the 
dye being used could become an interesting way to cel-
ebrate St. Patrick 's Day. 
The chemical used during the 1960s to turn the river 
green was a fluorescent dye. But King said it's not 
allowed anymore because the Environmental Protection 
Agency outlawed the use of the chemical that was 
proven to be hannful to the river. King said the secret 
ingredients used to dye the river green today are safe and 
are not harmful to the thousands of goldfish that make up 
a large percentage of the river's fish population. 
Volunteers from the St. Patrick's Day committee have 
been responsible for the mysterious transfonnation wit-
nessed by thousands of Chicagoans for the past 20 years. 
They even dyed a river green in Ire land in 1999. 
Turning the Chicago River green is actually a simple 
process, according to King. He said. " It takes about five 
minutes." King said that two boats go out with volun-
teers one hour before the parade begins and they each do 
one stretch between the bridges. The transfonnation is 
consider magical because not only does the dye stain the 
river green, but it also disappears by evening. 
King has his own theory on why the Chicago River 
receives so much attention as opposed to the St. Patrick's 
Day activities in other cities. 
"We have been dyeing the river for so long now. There 
are eight other St. Patrick's Day parades in Illinois," 
King said. "Other cities have attempted to dye their 
rivers. but they haven' t been as successful. It's unique to 
our city that we have this trademark." 
For continuing coverage of Chicago's St. Patrick's Day 
events, see the Arts and Entertainment pages inside, 
Shi'ites march in downtown Chicago in 
observance of religious holiday 
Brian Morowczynski'C!lr 
Plltlclpants In Friday'. Ashura rallglous march decorate and praise a cradle representative that 01 Husseln'. IknontiH)ld 
child In DIlley Plaza. 
o Fai t hf ul commemorate 
death of leader martyred in 
7th century 
By K, Ryann Zalewski 
A&E Editor 
, Several hundred Shi ' ite Muslims took part in a proces-
!I ron downtown on March 14 to commemorate Ashura, the 
holiday in which Shi ' ites observe the death of ai-Hussein 
ibn Ali . Ashura i, the tenth day of Muharram, the first 
month of the MUli lim new year. 
Participant Abbas Razvi, 52, said that the procession was 
only meant as an cxprc!I!Iion of grief and was unrelated to 
the possibi lity of war with Iraq. 
The Shi'it. Mu.lim. believe that, on this day, almost 
1,400 year. a,o in the Karbula region of Iraq, Hussein, 
grand"", of the prophet Muhammad (the founder of the 
Islami<: '.llb) wa. martyred by Yazid'. anny, Yazid was a 
ruler In the Middle l!ut during that tim., 
Marching clown Randoph Street, about 40 men in the 
middl. of the march, chanted "Hu".in" and . Iapped their 
chests to display the ir grief, The Shi'ite Muslims view 
Yazid as aD enemy of the Islamic faith. 
"We come out once a year to commemorate a great 
tragedy," said Kumail Hussain, 18. "Yazid is a terrorist that 
killed [Hussein and his family]," 
A brochure passed out during the procession read: ''This 
cruel ruler [Yazid], like many of the rulers of the Middle 
East today, enslaved his people by crushing their dignity, 
oppressing them and forcing them to indulge in sinful 
acts," 
But Razvi said that Yazid was '1ust like the tyrant of 
today-Saddam," 
Razvi also expressed his disdain for Saddam 
Hussein,"[Saddam] thinks he's the descendant of the 
prophet Muhammad, but he's not," he said, 
"I'm in favor of Saddam being taken out of power," he 
,ald, 
The march began at 12:4S p,m" and headed we,t on 
Randolph Street between Wabash Avenue and Stato Street, 
The marchers paused between State and Dearborn Streots 
for about 20 minutes before continuing on to Daley Plaza, 
11 8 N, Clark St, 
It was or~anized br Chicago's Midwest Association of 
Shin Orgalll7.ed Mu. llm, and the Islamic Education Center 
of Glendale Height ., 
South Loop 
neighbors link 
to printing past 
o Area group act s 'as a 
voi ce' f or resident s on many 
issues 
By Usa Balde 
Assistant News Editor 
She lived in the South Loop's Prin~ .. ' Row 
neighborhood for three and a half years before 
moving to Evanston. . 
But, that doeso'tmean that Christina Mueller, 
31, doesn ' t still feel connected to the evcr-
evolving community and its rich, history that 
attracted her to the area in the first place. 
" I loved living here," she said. ") still like to 
feel like pan of the neighborhood," 
And, in a way, Mueller continues to be an 
active part of the neighborhood and the commu-
nity of people that it serves, even though she 
doesn' t officially live there anymore. 
As often as she can, she attends monthly 
meetings coordinated by the Historic Printers ' 
Row Neighbors, a nonprofit organization that is 
"dedicated to the preservation and enhancement 
of the quality of life in South Loop landmark 
districts and neighborhoods," according to its 
mission statement. 
MueUer's relationship with the group is just 
another step in the progression of the six-year-
old neighborhood organization. According to 
Leslie Gryce Sturino, an HPRN board member. 
the group now consists of 250 members who, 
for the most part. live in the South Loop. 
"We act as a voice of the people," said 
Sturino, who has lived in the area since 1999. 
The group has dealt with some tough issues-
struggling with difficult decisions for a neigh, 
borhood that, decades ago, consisted of old 
printing presses and publishen and that now 
contains a plethora of high-rise condm and 
retail outlets. 
"The biggest issue is probably to support the 
move of the [Pacific Garden] Mission so that 
Iones [College Prepl can condnuo their "PllO-
sion," Sturino snid. 
But. of equal concern, RCCOrditlll to Sturino, is 
finding a now home for tho mission. 
